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Abstract: We consider the problem of estimating an arbitrary smooth functional of k ≥ 1
distribution functions (d.f.s.) in terms of random samples from them. The natural estimate
replaces the d.f.s by their empirical d.f.s. Its bias is generally ∼ n−1, where n is the minimum
sample size, with a pth order iterative estimate of bias ∼ n−p for any p. For p ≤ 4, we
give an explicit estimate in terms of the first 2p− 2 von Mises derivatives of the functional
evaluated at the empirical d.f.s. These may be used to obtain unbiased estimates, where
these exist and are of known form in terms of the sample sizes; our form for such unbiased
estimates is much simpler than that obtained using polykays and tables of the symmetric
functions. Examples include functions of a mean vector (such as the ratio of two means
and the inverse of a mean), standard deviation, correlation, return times and exceedances.
These pth order estimates require only ∼ n calculations. This is in sharp contrast with
computationally intensive bias reduction methods such as the pth order bootstrap and
jackknife, which require ∼ np calculations.
AMS 2000 Subject Classifications: Primary 62G05; Secondary 62G30.
Keywords and Phrases: Bias reduction; Correlation; Exceedances; Multisample; Mul-
tivariate; Nonparametric; Ratio of means; Return times; Standard deviation; von Mises
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1 Introduction and summary
Let T (F ) be any smooth functional of one or more unknown distributions F based on
random samples from them. Bias reduction of estimates of T (F ), say T (F̂ ), has been a
subject of considerable interest. Traditionally bias reduction has been based on well known
resampling methods like bootstrapping and jackknifing in nonparametric settings, see Gray
and Schucany (1972) and Efron (1982). However, these methods may not be effective in
complex situations when the sampling distribution of the statistic changes too abruptly
with the parameter, or when this distribution is very skewed and has heavy tails. Also the
robustness properties of F may not be preserved for T (F ) for all T (·).
Recently, various analytical methods have been developed for bias reduction in paramet-
ric settings. Withers (1987) developed methods for bias reduction based on Taylor series
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expansions. Sen (1988) established asymptotic normality of
√
n{T (F̂ ) − T (F )} as n → ∞
under suitable regularity conditions. Cabrera and Fernholz (1999, 2004) defined a target
estimator: for a given T and a parametric family of distributions it is defined by setting the
expected value of the statistic equal to the observed value. Cabrera and Fernholz (1999,
2004) established under suitable regularity conditions that the target estimator has smaller
bias and mean squared error than the original estimator. See also Fernholz (2001).
Suppose we have k ≥ 1 independent samples of sizes n1, . . . , nk from distribution func-
tions (d.f.s) F = (F1, . . . , Fk) on R
s1 , . . . , Rsk . Let F̂ = (F̂1, . . . , F̂k) denote their sample
d.f.s and let n be the minimum sample size. The problem we consider in this paper is that
of finding an estimate of low bias for an arbitrary smooth functional T (F ). The natural
estimate T (̂F ) generally has bias ∼ n−1, that is, O(n−1) as n→∞.
This paper has already been cited as an unpublished technical report in Withers and
Nadarajah (2008). The estimates proposed here have been compared to alternatives. We
showed in particular that our estimates consistently outperform bootstrapping, jackknifing
and those due to Sen (1988) and Cabrera and Fernholz (1999, 2004). We also provided
computer programs in MAPLE for implementation of the proposed estimates.
The emphasis of this paper is to describe how to find estimates of low bias for T (F ).
Because of the material in Withers and Nadarajah (2008), the emphasis here will not be on
numerical illustrations or applications.
For the reader’s convenience, in Section 2, we repeat the definition of functional deriva-
tives and rules for obtaining them given in Withers (1988). In Section 3, we have a formal
asymptotic expansion of the form
ET (̂F ) =
∞∑
r=0
n−rCr, (1.1)
where C0 = T (F ). The coefficient of n
−r in ET (F̂ ), Cr(F, T ) = Cr may be written in
terms of the (functional or von Mises) derivatives of T (F̂ ) of order ≤ 2r, and is given there
explicitly for r ≤ 4.
From (1.1) if a functional T(n)(F ) can be expanded as
T(n) =
∞∑
i=0
n−iTi(F )
then
ET(n)
(
F̂
)
=
∞∑
i=0
n−iCi (T) ,
where
Ci(T) =
i∑
j=0
Cj (F, Ti−j) .
Defining Ti iteratively by T0 = T and
Ti(F ) = −
i∑
j=1
Cj (F, Ti−j) (1.2)
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for i ≥ 1 it follows that for p ≥ 1
Tnp(F ) =
p−1∑
i=0
n−iTi(F ) (1.3)
satisfies a formal expansion of the form
ETnp(̂F ) = T (F ) +O
(
n−p
)
.
So, Tnp(F̂ ) is a pth order estimate in the sense that it has bias O(n
−p). This result was
given for the case k = 1, p = 2 using a different approach in an unpublished technical report
by Jaeckel (1972).
Note that Ti(F̂ ) given by (1.2) is the coefficient of n
−i in the expansion in powers of
n−1 of the unbiased estimate (UE) of T (F ), if an UE exists.
Section 4 gives Ti(F ) explicitly in terms of the first 2i derivatives of T (F ) for i ≤ 3. So,
Tn4(̂F ) is an explicit estimate of bias O(n
−4). Note 4.1 shows how to obtain from (1.3) an
estimate of bias O(n−p) of the form Snp(F̂ ), where
Snp(F ) =
p−1∑
i=0
Si(F )/ {(n− 1) · · · (n− i)} .
This estimate is unbiased for one sample if T (F ) is a polynomial in F (such as a moment
or cumulant) of degree up to p.
Section 5 gives examples and makes comparisons with the UEs of central moments and
cumulants given by James (1958) and by Fisher (1929). Our method is demonstrated to
be give much simpler results for UEs of products of moments than the polykay system of
Wishart (1952) as expounded in Section 12.22 of Stuart and Ord (1987) using tables of the
symmetric functions.
Examples 5.1 to 5.3 estimate an arbitrary function of the vector µ(F ), the mean of one
multivariate distribution. Example 5.2 specializes to T (F ) = a′µ(F )/b′µ(F ), where a, b
are given s1-vectors, in particular for the ratio of means of a bivariate sample,
T (F ) = µ1(F )/µ2(F ).
Examples 5.4 and 5.5 estimate an arbitrary function of the means of k univariate distri-
butions; in particular it considers the case of two univariate samples (k = 2, s1 = s2 = 1)
with
T (F ) = µ (F1) /µ (F2) .
Example 5.6 gives an explicit expression for the general derivative of the rth central moment
µr. Together with the chain rule of Appendix A this enables one to obtain a pth order
estimate of any smooth function of moments. In particular, we give fourth order estimates
for any central moment and UEs for µr for r ≤ 7.
Examples 5.7 to 5.11 extend this to an arbitrary product of moments. An alternative
matrix method for obtaining UEs of products of moments is given there. This involves
obtaining simultaneously the UEs of all moment products of a given degree. Examples 5.12
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to 5.15 give fourth order estimates of the standard deviation and functions of it. Example
5.16 gives third order estimates of the ratio of the mean to the standard deviation.
Examples 5.17 to 5.21 give applications to return times and exceedances. Examples
5.22 and 5.23 illustrate how to obtain UEs for multivariate moments and cumulants from
univariate analogs. Finally, Examples 5.24 and 5.25 give second order estimates for the
correlation and its square.
The method can also be used to estimate with reduced bias any cumulant of T (F̂ ).
This is illustrated in Section 6 which gives a third order estimate for the covariance of any
estimate of the form T(̂F ), where now T may be a vector. For example, by Example 5.1,
if k = 1 and T (F ) is any function of µ(F ) (such as µ1(F )/µ2(F )) if s1 = 2), this estimate
is a function of the mean and covariance of F only, whereas C1 depends also on the third
moment.
Section 7 shows how to estimate the covariance of an estimate of bias.
There are, of course, other pth order estimates of T (F ), but they are all computationally
intensive, requiringO(np) calculations (except in special cases), whereas our method requires
only O(n) calculations for fixed p. The main examples are, firstly, the (p − 1)th iterated
bootstrap, θ̂p−1 of equation (1.35) of Hall (1992) in which (−1)i+1 should be inserted in the
right hand side; and, secondly, the pth order jackknife θ̂p−1 of equation (4.17) of Schucany
et al. (1971), a ratio of p × p determinants. To see that this requires O(np) calculations
note that tp of their equation (4.19) requires O(n
p) calculations.
The techniques given here can also be applied to quantify their biases. Note that if A
and B are two pth order estimates of T (F ) then A−B = Op(n−p).
Appendix A gives a very useful chain rule for obtaining the derivatives of a function of a
functional. Appendix B gives some results used to obtain {Ti} of (1.3). Appendix C shows
how to estimate the number of simulated samples needed to estimate the bias to within a
given relative error.
Tiit (1988) by an entirely different method obtained an expansion of the form (1.1) for
m(v) = T (F ) =
s∏
i=1
EXvi ,
where X ∼ F , and so also for µr(F ). For these cases he constructs estimates of bias O(n−p)
given p ≥ 1. He shows for T (F ) = m(v) that the UE Tn∞(F̂ ) converges if E|X|h < ∞,
where h =
∑s
i=1 vi and n − 1 > the number of partitions of h. His expression on page 12,
Theorem 4, is incorrect. He gives
var m̂(v) = n−1V +O
(
n−2
)
,
where
V = m (v)2
(
A− s2) , and A = s∑
i=1
m2vim
2
vi .
Here, A should be
s∑
i,j=1
mvi+vjm
−1
vi m
−1
vj .
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For the case T (F ) = µ3 his Table 2 illustrates through simulations for F = U(0, 1) and
n = 5, 10 how the bias of Tnp(F̂ ) falls to zero as p increases.
2 Functional partial derivatives and notation
Let Fs denote the space of d.f.s on Rs. Let x,y,x1, . . . ,xr be points in Rs, F ∈ Fs and
T : Fs → R. In Withers (1983) the r-th order functional derivative of T (F ) at (x1, . . . ,xr)
Tx1,...,xr = TF (x1, . . . ,xr) ,
was defined. It is characterized by the formal functional Taylor series expansion: for G in
Fs,
T (G) − T (F ) ≈
∞∑
r=1
∫ r
TF (x1, . . . ,xr)
r∏
j=1
d (G (xj)− F (xj)) /r!, (2.1)
where
∫ r
denote r integral signs, and the constraints Tx1···xr is symmetric in its r arguments,
and ∫
Tx1···xrdF (x1) = 0.
These imply F (xj) in (2.1) can be replaced by zero. In particular, it was shown that, for
0 ≤ ε ≤ 1,
Tx = ∂T (F + ε (δx − F )) /∂ε
at ε = 0, where δx is the d.f putting mass 1 at x, that is δx(y) = I(x ≤ y) = 1 if x ≤ y and
0 otherwise. For example, T (F ) = F (y) has first derivative Tx = TF (x) = δx(y) − F (y) =
F (y)x, say.
Also, Tx1···xr = 0 if T (F ) is a ‘polynomial in F ’ of degree less than r (for example, a
moment or cumulant of F of order less than r), so that the Taylor series in (2.1) consists
of only r − 1 terms. Note that T (F ) is a polynomial in F of degree m if for any G in Fs,
T (F + ε(G − F )) is a polynomial in ε of degree m.
Suppose now that F = (F1, . . . , Fk) consists of k distributions on R
s1 , . . . , Rsk and
that T (F ) is a real functional of F . Then the functional partial derivative of T (F ) at(
a1 · · · ar
x1 · · · xr
)
is defined by
T a1···ar
x1···xr
= TF
(
a1 · · · ar
x1 · · · xr
)
,
where xi in R
sai and ai in {1, 2, . . . , k}, and is obtained by treating the lower order functional
partial derivatives and T (F ) as functionals of Fa alone for a = a1, . . . , ar. For example,
T a···a
x1···xr
is the ordinary functional derivative of S(Fa) = T (F ) at (x1 · · ·xr), and T a···ab···bx1···xry1···ys
is the ordinary functional derivative of S(Fb) = T
a···a
x1···xr
at (y1 · · · ys).
Just as ∂2f(x, y)/∂x∂y = ∂2f(x, y)/∂y∂x under mild conditions, swapping columns of
T
a1 · · · ar
x1 · · ·xr (for example,
a1
x1
and a2
x2
) will not alter its value. So, T a···ab···b
x1···xry1···ys
is also the
ordinary functional derivative of S(Fa) = T
b···b
y1···yr
at (x1 · · ·xs).
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The partial derivatives may also be characterized by the formal functional Taylor series
expansion: for G = (G1, . . . , Gk) ∈ Fs1 × · · · × Fsk ,
T (G)− T (F ) ≈
∞∑
r=1
∫ r
TF
(
a1 · · · ar
x1 · · ·xr
) r∏
j=1
d
(
Gaj (xj)− Faj (xj)
)
/r! (2.2)
with summation of the repeated subscripts a1 · · · ar over their range 1 · · · p implicit, together
with the constraints
T a1···ar
x1···xr
is not altered by swapping columns,
and ∫
T a1···ar
x1···xr
dFa1 (x1) = 0.
These imply Faj (xj) in (2.2) can be replaced by zero. The partial derivatives may be
calculated using
T a
x
= Sx for S (Fa) = T (F ), (2.3)
and
T
a1 · · · ar+1
x1 · · ·xr+1 =
(
T
a1 · · · ar
x1 · · ·xr
)
ar+1
xr+1 +
r∑
i=1
δaiar+1T
〈a1···ar+1
x1···xr+1
〉
i
, (2.4)
where δij = 1 or 0 for i = j or i 6= j and 〈〉i means ‘drop the i-th column’. For example,
T ab
xy
+ δabT
b
y
. The proof of (2.3)-(2.4) is as for equation (2.6) of Withers (1983).
3 Expansions for bias
Perhaps the easiest method to obtain expressions for the bias coefficients {Cr} of (1.1) and
the bias reduction coefficients {Ti(F )} of (1.3) is from their parametric analogs, given in
equation (A.1) and Appendix D (for i ≤ 3) of Withers (1987). The method is to identify
(θ, θ̂, t,
∑
) with (F, F̂ , T,
∫
), where the integral is with respect to the appropriate distri-
bution Fi. This method was used in Withers (1988) to derive non-parametric confidence
intervals of level 1− α+O(n−j/2) from their parametric analogs. It is convenient to set
T (aibj . . . ) =
∫
· · ·
∫
TF
(
aibj
xiyj
· · ·
)
dFa(x)dFb(y) · · · , (3.1)
where xi denotes a string of i x’s (not a product) and similarly, for ai. In the notation of
Withers (1988) this is [1i2j · · · ]ab···. Setting
λa = n/na with n = minni, (3.2)
the above approach yields
C1 = |2|/2, C2 = |3|/6 +
∣∣22∣∣ /8, (3.3)
C3 = |4|/24 + |23|/12 +
∣∣23∣∣ /48, (3.4)
C4 = |5|/120 + |24|/48 +
∣∣32∣∣ /72 + ∣∣223∣∣ /48 + ∣∣24∣∣ /384, (3.5)
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where
|2| =
∑
λaT
(
a2
)
,
|3| =
∑
λ2aT
(
a3
)
,∣∣22∣∣ =∑λa1λa2T (a21a22) ,
|4| =
∑
λ3a
{
T
(
a4
)− 3T (a2a2)} ,
|23| =
∑
λaλ
2
bT
(
a2b3
)
,∣∣23∣∣ =∑λa1λa2λa3T (a21 a22 a23) ,
|5| =
∑
λ4a
{
T
(
a5
)− 10T (a2a3)} ,
|24| =
∑
λaλ
3
b
{
T
(
a2b4
)− 3T (a2b2b2)} ,∣∣32∣∣ =∑λ2a1λ2a2 T (a31a32) ,∣∣223∣∣ =∑λa1λa2λ2bT (a21 a22 b3) ,∣∣24∣∣ =∑λa1λa2λa3λa4T (a21 a22 a23 a24) .
For example, if k = 1 (one sample) then
C1 = T
(
12
)
/2, C2 = T
(
13
)
/6 + T
(
1212
)
/8, . . . . (3.6)
More generally, ∣∣Ai∣∣ =∑λA−1a1 · · ·λA−1ai ∣∣Ai∣∣a1···ai ,∣∣AiBj∣∣ =∑λA−1a1 · · ·λA−1ai λB−1b1 · · ·λB−1bj ∣∣AiBj∣∣a1···aib1···bj (3.7)
with each a1, . . . , bj summed over 1, . . . , k,∣∣AiBj∣∣
a1···aib1...bj
= T
(
aA1 · · · aAi bB1 · · · bBj
)
if A and B = 2 or 3,
|4|a = T
(
a4
)− 3T (a2a2) ,
|5|a = T
(
a5
)− 10T (a2a3) ,
|24|ab = T
(
a2b4
)− 3T (a2b2b2) .
For example, ∣∣A2∣∣ =∑λA−1a1 λA−1a2 ∣∣A2∣∣a1a2 ,
and ∣∣A2∣∣
a1a2
= T
(
aA1 a
A
2
)
if A = 2 or 3
=
∫ ∫
TF
(
aA1 a
A
2
xA yA
)
dFa1(x)dFa2(y),
so for the one sample case (k = 1),∣∣Ai∣∣ = T (1A · · · 1A) if A = 2 or 3,∣∣AiBj∣∣ = T (1A · · · 1A1B · · · 1B) if A and B = 2 or 3,
|4| = T (14)− 3T (1212) , |5| = T (15)− 10T (1213) , |24| = T (1214)− 3T (121212) .
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Note 3.1 The general term Cr is given by equation (A.1) of Withers (1987), (3.2), (3.7),
and
|ij · · · |ab··· =
∫ i
diκ′a (x1 · · ·xi)
∫ j
dκ′b (y1 · · ·yj) · · ·TF
(
a · · · ab · · · b
x1 · · ·xiy1 · · ·yj · · ·
)
,
where
∫ i
diκ′a(x1 · · ·xi) is the Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral,
x1 ∧ x2 ∧ · · · = min (x1,x2, . . .) taken componentwise ,
f12··· = Fa (x1 ∧ x2 ∧ · · · ) ,
κa (x1x2 · · · ) = κ (Y1,Y2, . . .) , the joint cumulant at Yj = I (Xa ≤ xj) ,
κ′a (x1x2 · · · ) = κa (x1x2 · · · ) expressed as a function of {fij···} at fi ≡ 0,
and I is the indicator function and Xa ∼ Fa. For example, using an obvious summation
notation
κa (x1x2) = f12 − f1f2,
κa (x1x2x3) = f123 −
3∑
f12f3 + 2f1f2f3,
κa (x1 · · · x4) = f1···4 −
4∑
f123f4 −
3∑
f12f34,
imply
κ′a (x1x2) = f12, κ
′
a (x1x2x3) = f123, κ
′
a (x1, . . . ,x4) = f1···4 −
3∑
f12f34.
Note 3.2 As a check if k = 1, (C1, C2) = (a11, a12) on page 580 of Withers (1983).
4 Estimates of bias O(n−4)
Here, we give expressions for {Ti, i ≤ 3} of (1.2) and for {Si, i ≤ 3} of Note 4.1. Estimates
of bias O(n−4) are then given by Tn4(̂F ) of (1.3) and Sn4(F̂ ) of (4.5), (4.6).
From their parametric analogs in Appendix D of Withers (1987), we obtain (see Ap-
pendix B) in the notation of (3.7)
T1(F ) = −|2|/2, T2(F ) = |3|/3 +
∣∣22∣∣ /8−∑λ2aT (a2) /2, (4.1)
and
T3(F ) = −
∑
λ3aT
(
a2
)
/2 +
∑
λ3aT
(
a3
)−∑λ3aT (a4) /4 +∑λ3aT (a2a2) /2
+
∑
λaλ
2
bT
(
a2b2
)
/4 −
∑
λaλ
2
bT
(
a2b3
)
/6 −
∑
λaλbλcT
(
a2b2c2
)
/48.
For the one sample case (k = 1), these reduce to
T1(F ) = −T
(
12
)
/2, (4.2)
T2(F ) = T
(
13
)
/3 + T
(
1212
)
/8− T (12) /2, (4.3)
T3(F ) = −T
(
12
)
/2 + T
(
13
)− T (14) /4 + 3T (1212) /4− T (1213) /6
−T (121212) /48. (4.4)
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Note 4.1 Let {Ni(n), i ≥ 0} be given functions satisfying Ni(n)/n−i → 1. Then (1.3) may
be rewritten as Snp(F ) +O(n
−p), where
Snp(F ) =
p−1∑
i=0
Ni(n)Si(F ). (4.5)
So, Snp(̂F ) is a pth order estimate of T (F ).
Suppose now that it is known that there exists an UE and that it has the form Snp(̂F ).
Then this gives a method of obtaining it. For example, if k = 1 and T (F ) is a polynomial
of degree p in F (for example, a product of moments or cumulants of total degree p), then
the UE of T (F ) has the form (4.5) with
Ni(n) = 1/(n − 1)i, (4.6)
where (r)i = r!/(r − i)! = r(r − 1) · · · (r − i + 1). In this case, {Si} are given in terms of
{Ti} by equation (2.17.2) of Withers (1987):
S0 = T, S1 = T1, S2 = T2 − T1, S3 = T3 − 3T2 + 2T1, . . . .
If k = 1 and we choose Ni(n) as in (4.6), then Si is generally a simpler expression than Ti:
S0(F ) = T (F ), S1(F ) = −T
(
12
)
/2,
S2(F ) = T
(
13
)
/3 + T
(
1212
)
/8, (4.7)
S3(F ) = −T
(
14
)
/4 + 3T
(
1212
)
/8 − T (1213) /6− T (121212) /48. (4.8)
If k 6= 1,
S0(F ) = T (F ), S1(F ) = T1(F ) of (4.2),
S2(F ) = T2(F )− T1(F ) = |3|/3 +
∣∣22∣∣ /8 +∑(λa − λ2a)T (a2) /2,
and so on.
Note 4.2 For p ≥ 1, set en,p(T, F ) = Tnp(F ) of (1.3) and let {Ui(F )} be smooth. Then a
pth order estimate of
Un(F ) =
∞∑
i=0
n−iUi(F )
is
U⋆(n)p (̂F ) =
p−1∑
i=0
n−ien,p−i
(
Ui, F̂
)
. (4.9)
Let κr(X) denote any rth order cumulant ofX, any q×1 random vector. Then n1−rκr(T (̂F ))
can be expanded in the form (4.9); a method of obtaining {Ui} is illustrated in Section 6 for
the case r = 2.
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Note 4.3 ET (̂F ) may be infinite or may not exist. For example, this is the case if k =
s = 1, T (F ) = µ(F )−I , I ≥ 1 and F has positive density at zero, or F˙ (x) approaches zero
too slowly as x→ 0. So, Quenouille (1956, page 356) is wrong in giving X−1 finite bias for
X ∼ N (2,1). In such cases, our method may be salvaged provided we know an upper bound
for |T (F )|, say |T (F )| < u <∞. By large deviation theory P (|T (̂F )| ≥ u) = O(exp(−nλ)),
where λ > 0. Typically, T˜np(̂F ) is a pth order estimate of T (F ), where
T˜np(F ) =
{
Tnp(F ), if |T (F )| < u,
c, otherwise
(4.10)
and c is any finite constant, for example, u.
The estimates (4.5) and (4.9) can be adapted similarly, to give S˜np(̂F ) and U˜
⋆
np(̂F ) say.
Similarly, if U(n)(F ) is the formal expansion of n
r−1κr(Tnp(̂F )) then
U⋆nq (̂F )I
(∣∣∣T (̂F )∣∣∣ < u) is a qth order estimate of nr−1κr (T˜np(̂F ))
even if κr(T (̂F )) is not finite. For example, the variances in equations (10.17)-(10.20) of
Kendall and Stuart (1977) are infinite if the density at zero is positive.
Note 4.4 An alternative estimate of bias O(n−p) is T+np(̂F ) = Tnq (̂F ), where q ≤ p is the
maximum integer such that {n−iTi(̂F ), 0 ≤ i ≤ q} decreases in absolute value. This may be
useful if Tnp(̂F ) diverges. Note that S
+
np(F ) and T˜
+
np(̂F ) may be defined analogously from
(4.5) and (4.10).
5 Examples
Example 5.1 Suppose k = 1, X ∼ F on Rs and T (F ) = g(µ), where µ = µ(F ) = EX has
dimension s1 = s and g is a function with finite derivatives at µ. By the chain rule (A.6)
or (A.7) of Appendix A,
TF (x1, . . . ,xr) = gj1···jrµj1x1 · · ·µjrxr ,
where
µjx = µjF (x) = xj − µj , g · · · = g · · · (µ)
are the partial derivatives of g(µ) with respect to µ, and summation of the repeated indices
j1, . . . , jr over their range 1, . . . , s is implicit. So,
T
(
1i11i2 · · · ) = gj1···ji1k1···ki2 ···µ [j1 · · · ji1 ]µ [k1 · · · ki2 ] · · · ,
where
µ [j1 · · · ja] =
∫
(xj1 − µj1) · · · (xja − µja) dF (x), (5.1)
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the joint central moment. So,
T
(
12
)
= gijµ[ij] =
s∑
i=1
giiµ[ii] + 2
∑
1≤i<j≤s
gijµ[ij],
T
(
13
)
= gijkµ[ijk],
T
(
14
)
= gijklµ[ijkl],
T
(
1212
)
= gj1j2k1k2µ [j1j2]µ [k1k2] ,
T
(
1213
)
= gijklmµ[ij]µ[klm],
T
(
121212
)
= gijklmnµ[ij]µ[kl]µ[mn].
So, by (4.2)-(4.4)
T1(F ) = −C1 = −gijµ[ij]/2,
T2(F ) = −gijµ[ij]/2 + gijkµ[ijk]/3 + gijklµ[ij]µ[kl]/8,
T3(F ) = −gijµ[ij]/2 + gijkµ[ijk] − gijkl {µ[ijkl]− 3µ[ij]µ[kl]} /4
−gijklmµ[ij]µ[klm]/6 − gijklmnµ[ij]µ[kl]µ[mn]/48.
A pth order estimate of T (F ) is now given in terms of these by Tnp(F̂ ) of (1.3).
Example 5.2 Consider Example 5.1 with g(µ) = α′µ/β′µ = N/D, say, where α, β are
given s-vectors. Its ith order partial derivative with respect to µ is
gj1···ji = (−1)i−1(i− 1)!D−i
i∑
δj1βj2 · · · βji , (5.2)
where
δi = αi − βiT (F ) (5.3)
and
m∑
fi1···im = fi1···im + fi2···imi1 + · · ·+ fimi1···im−1 .
So,
T
(
1i
)
= (−1)i−1i!D−iδj1βj2 · · · βjiµ [j1 · · · ji] ,
T
(
1212
)
= −4!D−4δj1βj2βj3βj4µ [j1j2]µ [j3j4] ,
T
(
1213
)
= 4!D−5 {2δj1/βj1 + 3δj3/βj3} βj1 · · · βj5µ [j1j2]µ [j3j4j5] ,
T
(
121212
)
= −6!D−6δj1βj2 · · · βj6µ [j1j2]µ [j3j4]µ [j5j6] .
In particular, for g(µ) = µ1/µ2 (the ratio of means for one bivariate sample),
T
(
1i
)
= (−1)i−1i!µ−i2
{
µ
[
12i−1
]− T (F )µ [2i]} ,
T
(
1212
)
= −4!µ−42
{
µ[12]µ
[
22
]− T (F )µ [22]2} ,
T
(
1213
)
= 4!µ−52
{
2µ[12]µ
[
23
]
+ 3µ
[
22
]
µ
[
122
]− 5T (F )µ [22]µ [23]} ,
T
(
121212
)
= −6!µ−62
{
µ[12] − T (F )µ [22]}µ [22]2 ,
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so
S1(F ) = T1(F ) = −C1 = µ−22
{
µ[12]− T (F )µ [22]} ,
T2(F ) = 2µ
−3
2
{
µ
[
122
]− T (F )µ [23]}− T1(F ){1 + 3µ−22 µ [22]} ,
S2(F ) is the same as T2(F ) with ‘1 +’ deleted,
T3(F ) = µ
−2
2
{
µ[12]− T (F )µ [22]} {1− 18µ−22 µ [22]− 8µ−32 µ [23]+ 15µ−42 µ [22]2}
+6µ−32
{
µ
[
122
]− T (F )µ [23]} {1− 2µ−22 µ [22]}
+6µ−42
{
µ
[
123
]− T (F )µ [24]}
and
S3(F ) = µ
−2
2
{
µ[12]− T (F )µ [22]} {−9µ−22 µ [22]− 8µ−32 µ [23]+ 15µ−42 µ [22]2}
−12µ−52
{
µ
[
122
]− T (F )µ [23]}µ [22]+ 6µ−42 {µ [123]− T (F )µ [24]} .
[Table 5.1 about here.]
Example 5.3 Consider Example 5.1 with g(µ) = (α′µ)p = Np, say, where α is a given
s-vector. The ith order partial derivative of g(µ) with respect to µ is
gj1···ji = (p)iN
p−iαj1 · · ·αji .
Set
α(i) = N
−iαj1 · · ·αjiµ [j1 · · · ji] .
Then
T
(
1i
)
= (p)iN
pα(i),
T
(
1212
)
= (p)4N
pα2(2),
T
(
1213
)
= (p)5N
pα(2)α(3),
T
(
121212
)
= (p)6N
pα3(2),
T1(F ) = −C1 = −(p)2Npα(2)/2,
T2(F ) = N
p
{
−(p)2α(2)/2 + (p)3α(3)/3 + (p)4α2(2)/8
}
,
T3(F ) = N
p
{
− (p)2α(2)/2 + (p)3α(3) − (p)4
[
α(4) − 3α2(2)
]
/4
−(p)5α(2)α(3)/6− (p)6α3(2)/48
}
.
In particular, for a univariate sample (s = 1) with central moments {µr} and g(µ) = µp,
S1(F ) = T1(F ) = −(p)2µp−2µ2/2,
T2(F ) = −(p)2µp−2µ2/2 + S2(F ),
S2(F ) = (p)3µ
p−3µ3/3 + (p)4µ
p−4µ22/8,
T3(F ) = −(p)2µp−2µ2/2 + (p)3µp−3µ3 − (p)4µp−4
(
µ4 − 3µ22
)
/4
−(p)5µp−5µ3µ2/6− (p)6µp−6µ32/48
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and
S3(F ) = −(p)4µp−4
(
2µ4 − 3µ22
)
/8− (p)5µp−5µ3µ2/6− (p)6µp−6µ32/48.
In particular, for p a positive integer, by Note 4.1, an UE for µp is
p−1∑
i=0
Si
(
F̂
)
/(n− 1)i,
where S0(F ) = µ
p, and
for p = 2 : S1(F ) = −µ2,
for p = 3 : S1(F ) = −3µµ2, S2(F ) = 2µ3,
for p = 4 : S1(F ) = −6µ2µ2, S2(F ) = 8µµ3 + 3µ22, S3(F ) = −6µ4 + 9µ22.
These results may be checked by by solving the system of equations given by Wishart (1952,
page 5). For p = 4 the system has seven equations. Alternatively, one may follow the method
of Section 12.22 of Stuart and Ord (1987) using their tables of the symmetric functions.
For example, after some labor one obtains for p = 4 the UE Tn(F̂ ), where
(n− 1)3Tn(F ) =
(
N3 − 8n2 + 23n − 30)m4 − n (n2 − 7n + 4)m3m1
−n (n2 − 6n+ 6)m22 + n2(n− 9)m2m21 + n3m41,
where mi = EX
i. Clearly, our method gives a much simpler form.
For p = −1, that is T (F ) = µ−1, the above gives
Snp(F ) =
p−1∑
i=0
Si(F )/(n − 1)i,
where
S0(F ) = µ
−1, S1(F ) = −µ−3µ2,
S2(F ) = −2µ−4µ3 + 3µ−5µ22,
S3(F ) = −3µ−5
(
2µ4 − 3µ22
)
+ 20µ−6µ3µ2 − 15µ−7µ32,
so setting γr = µrµ
−r, si = Si(F )/T (F ) is given by
s1 = −γ2,
s2 = −2γ3 + 3γ22 ,
s3 = −3
(
2γ4 − 3γ22
)
+ 20γ3γ2 − 15γ32 .
Some simulations estimating the bias of S˜ni(̂F ) of (4.5), (4.6) and Note 4.3 with c = 1/u =
µ/10 for 1 ≤ i ≤ 4, for µ−1, are given in Table 5.1. For n = 100 and p = 2, the estimates
are poor: see Appendix C.
Example 5.1 estimated a smooth function of the mean of one multivariate distribution.
We now estimate a smooth function of the means of k univariate distributions.
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Example 5.4 Suppose we have k univariate samples (that is s1 = · · · = sk = 1) with
T (F ) = g(µ), where now µ = (µ(F1), . . . , µ(Fk)). That is, T (F ) is a function of the means
of k univariate samples. Then
TF
(
a1 · · · ar
x1 · · · xr
)
= ga1···arµa1x1 · · ·µarxr ,
where g · · · is the partial derivative with respect to µ and
µax = µFa(x) = x− µ (Fa) = x− µa.
So,
T
(
aibj · · · ) = gaibj ···µi[a]µj[b] · · · ,
where
µi[a] = µi (Fa) =
∫
(x− µa)i dFa(x),
the ith central moment of Fa. So, for λa of (3.2),
C1 =
∑
a
λagaaµ2[a]/2,
C2 =
∑
a
λ2agaaaµ3[a]/6 +
∑
ab
λaλbgaabbµ2[a]µ2[b]/8,
C3 =
∑
λ3agaaaa
{
µ4[a]− 3µ2[a]2
}
/24
+
∑
λaλ
2
bgaabbbµ2[a]µ3[b]/12 +
∑
λaλbλcgaabbccµ[a]µ2[b]µ2[c]/48,
T1(F ) = −C1,
T2(F ) =
∑
λ2agaaaµ3[a]/3 +
∑
λaλbgaabbµ1[a]µ2[b]/8−
∑
λ2agaaµ2[a]/2,
T3(F ) = −
∑
λ3agaaµ2[a]/2 +
∑
λ3agaaaµ3[a]−
∑
λ3agaaaa
{
µ4[a]/4 + µ2[a]
2/2
}
+
∑
λ2aλbgaabbµ2[a]µ2[b]/4−
∑
λaλ
2
bgaabbbµ2[a]µ3[b]/6
−
∑
λaλbλcgaabbccµ2[a]µ2[b]µ2[c]/48.
Example 5.5 Consider Example 5.4 with g(µ) = α′µ/β′µ = N/D, say, where α and β
are given k-vectors. Set
γa = αa/βa − T (F ),
Aikl = D
−kl
∑
a
λi+kl−1a β
k
aµk(a)
lγa,
Bikl = {Aikl} at γa ≡ 1,
Ak = A0k1,
Bk = B0k1.
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Then, by (5.2),
C1 = −A2,
C2 = A3 − 6A2B2,
C3 = −A4 + 3A022 + 6A2B3 + 9A3B2 − 15A2B22 ,
T1(F ) = A2,
T2(F ) = 2A3 − 3A2B2 +A121,
T3(F ) = A221 − 9A131 − 3A3 + 6A4 − 12A022 − 3A121B2 − 3A2B121 − 8A2B3
−12A3B2 + 15A2B22 .
In particular, for g(µ) = µ1/µ2 (the ratio of means for two univariate samples), setting
νk = µ
−k
2 µk[2], we obtain
C1 = λ2ν2µ1/µ2,
C2 = λ
2
2
(−ν3 + 6ν22)µ1/µ2,
C3 = λ
3
2
(
ν4 − 3ν22 − 15ν2ν3 + 15ν32
)
µ1/µ2,
T1(F ) = −λ2ν2µ1/µ2,
T2(F ) = λ
2
2
(−2ν3 − ν2 + 3ν22)µ1/µ2,
T3(F ) = λ
3
2
(−6ν4 − 6ν3 − ν2 − 15ν32 + 20ν3ν2 + 18ν22)µ1/µ2.
This may also be derived from (5.2).
Central moments and functions of them may be viewed as functions of noncentral mo-
ments and so dealt with using Examples 5.1 and 5.4. However, it is much more convenient
to deal with them directly in terms of the derivatives of the central moments. We now give
these.
Example 5.6 One univariate sample ( that is k = s1 = 1) with T (F ) = µr(F ) = µr,
the rth central moment of X ∼ F . Let µ = µ(F ) denote the mean of F . Recall that
(r)i = r!/(r − i)! and set hi = µxi = xi − µ. The general derivative of µr(F ) is
Tx1···xp = µrF (x1 · · · xp) = (−1)p
{
(r)pµr−p − (r)p−1
p∑
i=1
(
hr−pi − µr−p+1h−1i
)} p∏
j=1
hj .(5.4)
For example,
Tx = −rµr−1µx + µrx − µr,
Txy = (r)2µr−2µxµy − r
2∑
xy
(
µr−1x − µr−1
)
µy,
Txyz = −(r)3µr−3µxµyµz + (r)2
3∑
xyz
(
µr−2x − µr−2
)
µyµz.
These basic building blocks are written out more explicitly up to r = 6 in Appendix D.
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Setting q = i1 + i2 + · · · , this gives
µr
(
1i11i2 · · · ) = (−1)q[(r)qµr−q∏
j=1
µij
−(r)q−1
∑
I=1
iI (µr−q+iI − µr−q+1µiI−1)
∏
j 6=I
µij
]
(5.5)
=

0, if q > r,
(−1)r−1(r − 1)!
∏
j=1
µij , if q = r.
For example,
µr(1
2) = (r)2µr−2µ2 − 2rµr, (5.6)
µr
(
13
)
= −(r)3µr−3µ3 + 3(r)2 (µr − µr−2µ2) , (5.7)
µr
(
14
)
= (r)4µr−4µ4 − 4(r)3 (µr − µr−3µ3) , (5.8)
µr
(
1212
)
= (r)4µr−4µ
2
2 − 4(r)3µr−2µ2, (5.9)
µr
(
1213
)
= −(r)5µr−5µ3µ2 + (r)4
(
2µr−3µ3 + 3µr−2µ2 − 3µr−4µ22
)
, (5.10)
µr
(
121212
)
= (r)6µr−6µ
3
2 − 6(r)5µr−4µ22. (5.11)
Substituting into the expressions of (3.3)-(3.5) for the coefficient Ci of n
−i in the expansion
of Eµr (̂F ) gives
T1(F ) = −C1 = rµr − (r)2µr−2µ2/2, (5.12)
C2 = (r)2µr/2 − (r)2(r − 1)µr−2µ2/2− (r)3µr−3µ3/6 + (r)4µr−4µ22/8, (5.13)
C3 = −(r)3µr/6 + µr−2µ2(r)3(r − 1)/4 + (r)3(r − 2)µr−3µ3/6
+(r)4µr−4
(
µ4 − 3(r − 1)µ22
)
/24− (r)5µr−5µ3µ2/12
+(r)6µr−6µ
3
2/48,
C4 = (r)4µr/24 − (r)4(r − 7)µr−2µ2/12− (r)6µr−3µ3/2
+µr−4
{−(r)4(r − 3) µ4/24 + (r)4(r2 − 3r − 8)µ22/16}
+µr−5 {−(r)5µ5/120 + (r)6(r − 2)µ3µ2/12}
+(r)6µr−6
(
µ4µ2/48 + µ
2
3/72 − rµ32/48
) − (r)7µr−7µ3µ22/48
+(r)8µr−8µ
4
2/384.
Substituting into the expressions of (4.3)-(4.4) for the coefficient Ti(̂F ) of n
−i in the expan-
sion for the UE of µr(F ) gives
T2(F ) = r
2µr −
(
r3 − r)µr−2µ2/2− (r)3µr−3µ3/3 + (r)4µr−4µ22/8,
and
T3(F ) = r
3µr −
(
r4 − r)µr−2µ2/2− (r)3(r + 3)µr−3µ3/3
+(r)4µr−4
{−2µ4 + (r + 6)µ22} /8 + (r)5µr−5µ3µ2/6− (r)6µr−6µ32/48.
Similarly, from (4.7) and (4.8),
S2(F ) = (r)2µr − r2(r − 1)µr−2µ2/2− (r)3µr−3µ3/3 + (r)4µr−4µ22/8
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and
S3(F ) = (r)3µr − r(r)3µr−2µ2/2− r(r)3µr−3µ3/3
−(r)4µr−4µ4/4 + (4r − 9)(r)4µr−4µ22/8 + (r)5µr−5µ3µ2/6 − (r)6µr−6µ32/48.
Now from James (1958, page 6) the UE for µr has the form
lr =
{
s∑
i=0
air (̂F )n
−i
}
/
r−1∏
i=1
(1− i/n) (5.14)
for r = 2s or 2s + 1, which can be recovered from {Ti, i ≤ s} as in Note 4.1. So, the above
{Ti, i ≤ 3} provide UEs for µr for r ≤ 7. These were given for r ≤ 6 on James (1958, page
6) and agree with our results.
For example, for µ3, T (1
2) = −2µ2, so S1(F ) = 3µ3 and T (13) = 12µ3, T (1212) = 0,
so S2(F ) = 4µ3 and so the UE of µ3 is
µ3
(
F̂
)
{1 + 3/(n − 1) + 4/(n − 1)2} = µ3
(
F̂
){(
1− n−1) (1− 2n−1)}−1 .
For r = 7, we obtain in this way {ai7 = ai7(F )} of (5.14) as
a07 = µ7, a17 = −7 (2µ7 + 3µ5µ2) ,
a27 = 7
(
11µ7 + 39µ5µ2 − 10µ4µ3 + 15µ3µ22
)
,
a37 = −7
(
28µ7 + 192µ5µ2 − 80µ4µ3 + 60µ3µ22
)
.
Example 5.7 One univariate sample (that is k = s1 = 1) with T (F ) =
∏ q
j=2 µ
pj
j for {pj}
arbitrary and {µj} as in Example 5.6. Set Si(µ) = µi and g(S) =
∏
S
pj
j . The ordinary
partial derivatives of g(S) are
gi = piµ
−1
i T (F ), gij = pi (pj − δij) (µiµj)−1 T (F ),
gijk = pi (pj − δij) (pk − δik − δjk) (µiµjµk)−1 T (F ),
and so on, where δij = 1 if i = j and 0 otherwise. Set[
ab
ij · · ·
]
=
∫
µiF (x
a)µjF
(
xb
)
· · · dF (x).
So, [ai ] = µi(1
a) of (5.5) and by (5.4), and
[
11
ij
]
= ijµi−1µj−1µ2 −
2∑
ij
iµi−1µj+1 + µi+j − µiµj ,
where
∑m
i1···im
fi1···im =
∑m fi1···im is defined in Example 5.2.
By (A.8),
− 2T1(F ) = 2C1 = T
(
12
)
= T (F )
{
2 < 1, 2 > + < 1, 1 > + < 12 >
}
, (5.15)
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where
< 1, 2 >=
∑
i<j
pipj
[
11
ij
]
µ−1i µ
−1
j ,
< 1, 1 >=
∑
i
(pi)2
[
11
ii
]
µ−2i ,
< 12 >=
∑
i
pi
[
2
i
]
µ−1i .
Other terms are calculated similarly. For example, C2, T2(F ) and S2(F ) are given by (3.6),
(4.3), and (4.7) in terms of T (12), T (13) and T (1212). Also by (A.9) to (A.11)
T
(
13
)
= T (F )
{∑
ijk
pi (pj − δij) (pk − δik − δjk) (µiµjµk)−1
[
111
ijk
]
+3
∑
ij
pi (pj − δij) (µiµj)−1
[
21
ij
]
+
∑
i
piµ
−1
i
[
3
i
]}
, (5.16)
and
T
(
1212
)
= T (F )
{∑
ijkl
pi (pj − δij) (pk − δik − δjk) (pl − δil − δjl − δkl) (µiµjµkµl)−1
× [11kl ]
+
∑
ijk
pi (pj − δij) (pk − δik − δjk) (µiµjµk)−1Gijk
+
∑
ij
pi (pj − δij) (µiµj)−1Hij +
∑
i
piµ
−1
i µi
(
1212
)}
, (5.17)
where
Gijk = 2
[
11
ij
] [
2
k
]
+ 4 [12i1j2k] ,
Hij = 4
[
1i12
2
j
]
+
[
2
i
] [
2
j
]
+ 2 [12i12j ] ,[
1a2bi1
c2dj · · ·
]
=
∫ ∫
µi
(
xayb
)
µj
(
xcyd
)
· · · dF (x)dF (y),
so that [
1ai 1
b
j · · ·
]
=
[
ab
ij · · ·
]
,
[12i1j2k] = (i)2µi−2AjAk − i
2∑
jk
BijAk
for
Aj = µj+1 − jµj−1µ2, Bij = µi+j−1 − jµj−1µi − µi−1µj .
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By (5.4),
[
111
ijk
]
= −ijkµi−1µj−1µk−1µ3 +
3∑
ijµi−1µj−1 (µk+2 − µkµ2)
−
3∑
iµi−1 (µj+k+1 − µj+1µk − µk+1µj) + µi+j+k −
3∑
µiµj+k + 2µiµjµk,[
2 1
i j
]
= −(i)2jµi−2µj−1µ3 + (i)2µi−2 (µj+2 − µjµ2)
+2ijµj−1(µi+1 − µi−1µ2)− 2i (µi+j − µiµj − µi−1µj+1) ,[
1i12
2
j
]
= (j)2 {(−3iµi−1µj−1 + µi+j−2 − µiµj−2)µ2 + 2µi+1µj−1}
+(j)3
(
iµi−1µj−3µ
2
2 − µj−3µi+1µ2
)
,
[12i12j ] = (i)2(j)2µi−2µj−2µ
2
2 − 2
2∑
i(j)2µiµj−2µ2
+2ij (µi+j−2µ2 − µi−1µj−1µ2 + µiµj) .
Also [ir] for 2 ≤ i ≤ 4 and µi(1212) are given by (5.6)-(5.11).
Example 5.8 Consider Example 5.7 with T (F ) = µpr. Then
T
(
12
)
/T (F ) = p
[
2
r
]
µ−1r + (p)2µ
−2
r
[
11
rr
]
,
T
(
13
)
/T (F ) = pµ−1r
[
3
r
]
+ 3(p)2µ
−2
r
[
2 1
r r
]
+ (p)3µ
−3
r
[
111
rrr
]
,
T
(
1212
)
/T (F ) = pµ−1r µr
(
1212
)
+ (p)2µ
−2
r Hrr + (p)3µ
−3
r Grrr + (p)4µ
−4
r
[
11
rr
]2
.
Example 5.9 Consider Example 5.8 with T (F ) = µp2. Set βr = µrµ
−r/2
2 . Then
T
(
12
)
/T (F ) = −2p+ (p)2 (β4 − 1) ,
T
(
13
)
/T (F ) = −6(p)2 (β4 − 1) + (p)3 (β6 − 3β4 + 2) ,
T
(
1212
)
/T (F ) = 12(p)2 − 4(p)3
(
β4 − 1 + 2β23
)
+ (p)4 (β4 − 1)2 .
So,
−T1(F )/T (F ) = C1/T (F ) = −p+ (p)2 (β4 − 1) /2,
C2/T (F ) = (p)2 (5/2 − β4) + (p)3
{
β6/6− β4 − β23 + 5/6
}
+ (p)4 (β4 − 1)2 ,
T2(F )/T (F ) = p+ (p)2 (4− 5β4/2) + (p)3
(
2β6 − 9β4 + 7− 6β23
)
/6
+(p)4 (β4 − 1)2 /8 =
r∑
i=1
(p)iAi say,
S2(F )/T (F ) = (p)2 (7/2− 2β4) +
4∑
i=3
(p)iAi.
For p = 2 this gives T (F ) = µ22,
C1 = µ4 − 3µ22, T1(F ) = −µ4 + 3µ22, (5.18)
C2 = −2µ4 + 5µ22, T2(F ) = −5µ4 + 10µ22, S2(F ) = −4µ4 + 7µ22. (5.19)
Note that C1, C2 agree with µ(2
2) of Sukhatme (1944, page 368).
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The UE of µ22 has the form
l22 =
(
2∑
i=0
ai22(̂F )n
−i
)
/
3∏
i=1
(1− i/n).
So, {ai = ai22(F )} are given by
a0 = T (F ) = µ
2
2,
a1 = −6T (F ) + T1(F ) = −µ4 − 3µ22,
a2 = 11T (F ) − 6T1(F ) + T2(F ) = µ4 + 3µ22.
We now present a second method for finding an UE of
∏
i µ
pi
i . This method avoids
computing {Ti(F )}, but derives the UE of the vector
T(F )′ =
{∏
i
µpii :
∑
pi = p
}
, (5.20)
that is, for all products of a given degree p, directly from their first few coefficients {Ci}.
Suppose T(F ) has dimension d = dp. Then
Ci = AiT(F ),
where Ai is a d× d matrix of integers and A0 = Id, the identity matrix. So,
α(n)−1 T(̂F )
is the UE of T(F ), where
α(n) =
∞∑
0
Ain
−i.
But this is known to have the form
Tn(̂F ) = β̂n/
p−1∏
i=1
(1− i/n), (5.21)
where
β̂n =

[p/2]∑
i=0
Bin
−i
T(̂F ),
where Bi is a d× d matrix of integers with B0 = Id. So,
[p/2]∑
i=0
Biε
i =
{
p−1∏
i=1
(1− iε)
}
α
(
ε−1
)
=
{
1−D1(p)ε+D2(p)ε2 − · · ·
}
×{Id −A1ε+ (−A2 +A21) ε2 + (−A3 +A1A2 +A2A1 −A31) ε3 + · · ·} ,
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where D1(p) = (p)2/2 and D2(p) = (p)3(p− 1/3)/8. So, the UE (5.21) is given in terms of
{Ai, i ≤ p/2}:
B0 = Id,
B1 = −D1(p)Id −A1,
B2 = D2(p)Id +D1(p)A1 −A2 +A21,
B3 = −D3(p)Id −D2(p)A1 −D1(p)(−A2 +A21)−A3 +A1A2 +A2A1 −A31,
and so on. The method also applies to obtaining an UE for
T(F )′ =
{
µp11
q∏
i=2
µpii :
∑
pi = p
}
,
where µ = µ(F ). A third method (for p ≤ 8) due to Fisher (1929) is given in Section 12
of Stuart and Ord (1987). Their Tables 11 and 10, pages 554-555 may be used to verify
Examples 5.8 to 5.11 after some labor.
Example 5.10 Consider Example 5.7 with T(F ) = (µ4, µ
2
2)
′. So, (5.20) holds with p = 4
and d = [p/2] = 2.
By (5.12), (5.13), for µ4, C1 = −4µ4 + 6µ22 and C2 = 6µ4 − 15µ22, in agreement with
µ(4) on Sukhatme (1944, page 368). So, by (5.18), (5.19)
A1 =
( −4 6
1 −3
)
and A2 =
(
6 −15
−2 5
)
.
So,
B1 = −6I2 −A1 =
( −2 −6
−1 −3
)
, B2 = 11I2 + 6A1 −A2 +A21 =
(
3 9
1 3
)
.
So, UEs of µ4 and µ
2
2 are µ4n(̂F ) and µ22n(̂F ), where
µ4n(F ) =
{
µ4 +
(−2µ4 − 6µ22)n−1 + (3µ4 + 9µ22)n−2} / 3∏
i=1
(1− i/n),
and
µ22n(F ) =
{
µ22 +
(−µ4 − 3µ22)n−1 + (µ4 + 3µ22)n−2} / 3∏
i=1
(1− i/n).
Table 5.2 gives the relative bias of Snp(F̂ ) as estimated from two runs of 60,000 simulations
for p ≤ 2 and F normal and exponential. For n = 100 and p = 2, the estimates are poor:
see Example C.3. For p = 3 the bias is zero.
[Table 5.2 about here.]
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Example 5.11 Consider Example 5.7 with T(F ) = (µ5, µ3µ2)
′. So, (5.20) holds with p = 5
and d = [p/2] = 2.
By (5.12), (5.13) for µ5, C1 = −5µ5 + 10µ3µ2 and C2 = 10µ5 − 50µ3µ2, in agreement
with µ(5) of Sukhatme (1944, page 368). By (5.15)-(5.17), for µ2µ3,
T
(
12
)
= 2µ5 − 16µ3µ2, T
(
13
)
= −24µ5 + 72µ3µ2, T
(
1212
)
= 96µ3µ2,
giving C1 = µ5 − 8µ3µ2 and C2 = −4µ5 + 24µ3µ2. So,
A1 =
( −5 10
1 −8
)
and A2 =
(
10 −50
−4 24
)
.
So,
B1 = −10I2 −A1 =
( −5 −10
−1 −2
)
and
B2 = 35I2 + 10A1 −A2 +A21 =
(
10 20
1 5
)
.
That is, UEs of µ5 and µ3µ2 are µ5n(̂F ), and µ32n(̂F ), where
µ5n(F ) =
{
µ5 + (−5µ5 − 10µ3µ2)n−1 + (10µ5 + 20µ3µ2)n−2
}
/
4∏
i=1
(1− i/n)
and
µ32n(F ) =
{
µ3µ2 + (−µ5 − 2µ3µ2)n−1 + (µ5 + 5µ3µ2)n−2
}
/
4∏
i=1
(1− i/n).
Example 5.12 Suppose k = s1 = 1 and T (F ) = g(µ2). Set g
r = g(r)(µ2), and βr =
µrµ
−r/2
2 . Then
µx = µF (x) = x− µ, µ2x = µ2F (x) = µ2x − µ2, µ2xy = µ2F (x, y) = −2µxµy
by (5.4). By (A.8),
|2| = T (12) = g2µ22(1, 1) + g1µ2 (12) ,
where
µ22(1, 1) =
∫
µ22x =
∫
µ22xdF (x) = µ4 − µ22,
µ2
(
12
)
=
∫
µ2xx = −2µ2 by (5.6).
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Similarly, by (A.9) to (A.11) and (A.15),
T
(
13
)
= g3µ222(1, 1, 1) + 3g
2µ22(1, 1
2) + g1µ2
(
13
)
,
T
(
14
)
= g4µ2222(1, 1, 1, 1) + 6g
3µ222
(
1, 1, 12
)
+ g2
{
4µ22
(
1, 13
)
+ 3µ22
(
12, 12
)}
+g1µ2
(
14
)
,
T
(
1212
)
= g4µ22(1, 1)
2 + g3
{
2µ22(1, 1)µ2
(
12
)
+ 4µ222(ab, a, b)
}
+ g1µ2
(
a2b2
)
+g2
{
4µ22
(
a, ab2
)
+ µ2
(
12
)2
+ 2µ22(ab, ab)
}
at a = b = 1
=
4∑
i=2
giai say,
T
(
1213
)
= g3A3 + g
4A4 + g
5A5,
and by (A.16)
T
(
121212
)
=
6∑
i=3
giBi,
where
µ222(1, 1, 1) =
∫
µ32x = µ6 − 3µ4µ2 + 2µ32,
µ22
(
1, 12
)
=
∫
µ2xµ2xx = −2
(
µ4 − µ22
)
,
µ2
(
13
)
=
∫
µ2xxx = 0,
µ2222(1, 1, 1, 1) =
∫
µ42x = µ8 − 4µ6µ2 + 6µ4µ22 − 3µ42,
µ222
(
1, 1, 12
)
=
∫
µ22xµ2xx = −2
(
µ6 − 2µ4µ2 + µ32
)
,
µ22
(
1, 13
)
= µ2
(
14
)
= 0,
µ22
(
12, 12
)
=
∫
µ22xx = 4µ4,
µ22
(
a, ab2
)
a=b=1
=
∫
µ2xµ2xyy = 0,
µ222(ab, a, b)a=b=1 =
∫ ∫
µ2xyµ2xµ2y = −2µ23,
µ22(ab, ab)a=b=1 =
∫
µ22xy = 4µ
2
2,
µ2
(
a2b2
)
a=b=1
=
∫
µ2xxyy = 0,
a2 = 12µ
2
2, a3 = −4
(
µ4µ2 − µ32 + 2µ23
)
, a4 =
(
µ4 − µ22
)2
,
23
and
A3 = 6µ222
(
a, ab, b2
)
+ 3µ2
(
a2
)
µ22
(
b, b2
)
+ 6µ222(b, ab, ab) at a = b = 1
= 3
∫ ∫ {
2µ2xµ2xyµ2yy + µ2yµ2yyµ2xx + 2µ2yµ
2
2xy
}
= 3
∫ ∫ {
8
(
µ2x − µ2
)
µxµ
3
y + 12
(
µ2y − µ2
)
µ2xµ
2
y
}
= 12
{
2µ23 + 3
(
µ2µ4 − µ32
)}
= 12µ32
{
2β23 + 3β4 − 3
}
,
A4 =
∫ ∫ {
µ2xxµ
3
2y + 6µ2xyµ
2
2y + 3µ2yyµ2yµ
2
2x
}
= −2
∫ ∫ {
µ2x
(
µ2y − µ2
)3
+ 6µxµy
(
µ2x − µ2
) (
µ2y − µ2
)2
+ 3µ2y
(
µ2x − µ2
)2 (
µ2y − µ2
)}
= −2
{
µ2
(
µ6 − 3µ4µ2 + 2µ32
)
+ 6µ3 (µ5 − 2µ3µ2) + 3
(
µ4 − µ22
)2}
= −2µ42
{
β6 − 3β4 + 2 + 6β3 (β5 − 2β3) + 3 (β4 − 1)2
}
,
A5 =
∫ ∫
µ22xµ
3
2y =
∫ (
µ2x − µ2
)2 ∫ (
µ2y − µ2
)3
=
(
µ4 − µ22
) (
µ6 − 3µ4µ2 + 2µ32
)
= µ52 (β4 − 1) (β6 − 3β4 + 2) ,
B3 = B
ijk
3 at {a = b = c = 1, S = µ}
=
∫ ∫ ∫ {
µ2xxµ2yyµ2zz + 6µ2xxµ
2
2yz + 8µ2xyµ2yzµ2zx
}
= −120µ32,
B4 = B
ijkl
2 at {a = b = c = 1, S = µ2}
= 3
∫ ∫ ∫ {
µ22xµ2yyµ2zz + 2µ
2
2xµ
2
2yz + 4µ2xµ2yµ2xyµ2zz + 8µ2xµ2yµ2xzµ2yz
}
= 36
{(
µ4 − µ22
)
µ22 + 4µ
2
3µ2
}
= 36µ42
{
β4 − 1 + 4β23
}
,
B5 = 3
∫ ∫ ∫ {
µ2xxµ
2
2y + µ2xyµ2xµ2y
}
µ22z
= −6{µ2 (µ4 − µ22)+ µ23} (µ4 − µ22)
= −6µ52
{
β4 − 1 + β23
}
(β4 − 1) ,
B6 =
∫ ∫ ∫
µ22xµ
2
2yµ
2
2z =
(
µ4 − µ22
)3
= µ62 (β4 − 1)3 .
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So,
C1 = −g1µ2 + g2
(
µ4 − µ22
)
/2,
C2 = g
2
(
5µ22/2− µ4
)
+ g3
(
µ6/6− µ23 − µ4µ2 + 5µ32/6
)
+ g4
(
µ4 − µ22
)2
/8,
C3 = g
2µ4/2 + g
3
(−µ6/2 + 4µ4µ2 + 2µ23 − 6µ32)
+g4
(
µ8/24− µ6µ2/3 − µ5µ3 − µ24/2 + 5µ4µ22/2 + 5µ23µ2 − 41µ42/24
)
+g5
(
µ4 − µ22
) (
2µ6 − 9µ4µ2 − 3µ23 + 7µ32
)
/24 + g6
(
µ4 − µ22
)3
/48,
T1(F ) = S1(F ) = −g2
(
µ4 − µ22
)
/2 + g1µ2,
T2(F ) = g
4
(
µ4 − µ22
)2
/8 + g3
(
µ6/3− µ23 − 3µ4µ2/2 + 7µ32/6
)
+ g2
(−5µ4/2 + 4µ22)+ g1µ2,
T3(F ) =
6∑
i=1
giT3i,
S2(F ) = g
4
(
µ4 − µ22
)2
/8 + g3
(
µ6/3− µ23 − 3µ4µ2/2 + 7µ32/6
)
+ g2
(−2µ4 + 7µ22/2) ,
S3(F ) =
6∑
i=2
giS3i,
where
S32 = −3µ4 + 9µ22/2,
S33 = 3µ6 − 27µ4µ2/2 − 7µ23 + 13µ32,
S34 = −µ8/4 + 4µ6µ2/3 + 2µ5µ3 + 11µ24/8− 6µ4µ22 − 7µ23µ2 + 85µ42/24,
S35 =
(
µ4 − µ22
) (−4µ6 + 15µ4µ2 + 3µ23 − 11µ32) /24,
S36 = −B6/48,
T31 = µ2,
T32 = −19µ4/2 + 31µ22/2,
T33 = 4µ6 − 18µ4µ2 + 33µ32/2− 10µ23,
T34 = −µ8/4 + 4µ6µ2/3 + 2µ5µ3 + 7µ24/4− 27µ4µ22/4− 7µ23µ2 + 47µ42/12,
T35 =
(
µ4 − µ22
) (−4µ6 + 15µ4µ2 + 3µ23 − 11µ32) /24,
T36 = −B6/48.
Example 5.13 Consider Example 5.12 with T (F ) = µq2. Then
gi = (q)iµ
q−i
2 ,
T
(
12
)
/µq2 = (q)2 (β4 − 1)− 2q,
T
(
13
)
/µq2 = (q)3 (β6 − 3β4 + 2)− 6(q)2 (β4 − 1) ,
T
(
14
)
/µq2 = (q)4 (β8 − 4β6 + 6β4 − 3) − 12(q)3 (β6 − 2β4 + 1) + 12(q)2β4,
T
(
1212
)
/µq2 = (q)4 (β4 − 1)2 − 4(q)3
(
β4 − 1 + 2µ23
)
+ 12(q)2,
T
(
1213
)
/µq2 = 12(q)3
(
2β23 + 3β4 − 3
)
−2(q)4
{
β6 − 3β4 + 2 + 6β3 (β5 − 2β3) + 3 (β4 − 1)2
}
+(q)5 (β4 − 1) (β6 − 3β4 + 2) ,
T
(
121212
)
/µq2 = −120(q)3 + 36(q)4
(
β4 − 1 + 4β23
)
−6(q)5
(
β4 − 1 + β23
)
(β4 − 1) + (q)6 (β4 − 1)3 .
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So, ti = Ti(F )/T (F ) and si = Si(F )/T (F ) are given by
t1 = s1 = −(q)2 (β4 − 1) /2 + q,
t2 = (q)4 (β4 − 1)2 /8 + (q)3 (β6/3− 3β4/2 + 7/6) + (q)2 (−5β4/2 + 4) + q,
s2 = (q)4 (β4 − 1)2 /8d+ (q)3
(
β6/3− β23 − 3β4/2 + 7/6
)
+ (q)2 (−2β4 + 7/2) ,
t3 =
6∑
i=1
(q)it3i, s3 =
6∑
i=2
(q)is3i
for
t31 = 1,
t32 = (31− 19β4) /2,
t33 = 4β6 − 18β4 − 10β23 + 33/2,
t34 =
{−3β8 + 16β6 + 24β5β3 − 84β23 + 21β24 − 81β4 + 47} /12,
t35 = s35 = (β4 − 1)
(−4β6 + 15β4 − 11 + 3β23) /24,
t36 = s36 = − (β4 − 1)3 /48,
s32 = −3β4 + 9/2,
s33 = 3β6 − 27β4/2 + 13− 7β23 ,
s34 =
{−6β8 + 32β6 − 138β4 + 33β24 + 85} /24 − 6β4 − 7β23 + 2β3β5.
Example 5.14 Consider Example 5.13 with T (F ) = µ2, so ET (F̂ ) = (1−n−1)T (F ). As a
check q = 1 above gives T (12) = −2µ2, T (13) = T (14) = T (1212) = T (1213) = T (121212) =
0, so t1 = t2 = t3 = 1, s1 = 1, s2 = s3 = 0.
[Table 5.3 about here.]
Example 5.15 Consider Example 5.13 with T (F ) = µ
1/2
2 = σ(F ) say. Putting q = 1/2
gives t1 = s1 = (β4 + 3)/8, so an estimate of σ(F ) of bias O(n
−2) is
σ
(
F̂
){
1 + n−1
(
β4
(
F̂
)
+ 3
)
/8
}
,
where β4(F ) = β4 = µ4µ
−2
2 . To reduce the bias further use
s2 =
(
16β6 + 22β4 + 164− 15β24
)
/128,
s3 =
(
240β8 + 432β6 − 2503β4 + 2817 − 165β24
+4764β23 + 315β
3
4 − 560β4β6 + 420β4β23 − 1920β3β5
)
/1024.
Table 5.3 gives the relative bias of Snp(F̂ ) estimated from simulations for p ≤ 2 and F
normal and exponential. For n = 100 and p = 2, the estimates are poor: see Example C.4.
The usual estimator of σ(F ) is the sample standard deviation, s.d. = {nµ2(F̂ )/(n −
1)}1/2, with mean σ{1−t∗1n−1+O(n−2)}, where t∗1 = t1−1/2. So, bias {s.d.}/bias {σ(F̂ )} =
λ1 +O(n
−1), where λ1 = (β4 − 1)/(β4 + 3).
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For the normal, exponential and gamma (γ), β4 = 3, 9 and 3 + 6 γ
−1, so λ1 = 1/3,
2/3 and (5γ + 12)/(6γ + 12) and the s.d. improves on σ(F̂ ), although both are first order
estimates, that is, both have bias O(n−1).
To see how Sn2(F̂ ) improves on the s.d., note that bias {Sn2(F̂ )}/ bias { s.d. } =
λ2n
−1 +O(n−2), where λ2 = s2/t
∗
1. For the normal, exponential and gamma (γ),
β6 = 15, 265 and 120γ
−2 + 130γ−1 + 15,
so
s2 = 65/64, 767/32 and N(γ)/64,
λ2 = 65/16 ≈ 4.06, 767/32 ≈ 24.1 and N(λ)
(
2.5 + 6λ−1
)−1
/64,
where N(γ) = 690γ−2 + 788γ−1 + 65.
Example 5.16 Suppose k = s1 = 1, T (F ) = µ/σ = µµ
−1/2
2 = g(µ, µ2) = β say. Again set
βr = µrµ
−r/2
2 . Then the partial derivatives of g are g1 = µ
−1/2
2 , g11 = 0, g2 = −µµ−3/22 /2,
g12 = −µ−3/22 /2, g22 = 3µµ−5/22 /4, g122 = 3µ−5/22 /4, g222 = −15µµ−7/22 /8, and so on. Set
U1(F ) = µ, U2(F ) = µ2. Then defining Uij · · · (1I , 1J , . . .) as in (A.12)-(A.14),
U11(1, 1) =
∫
U21x =
∫
µ2x = µ2,
U12(1, 1) =
∫
U1xU2x =
∫
µxµ2x = µ3,
U22(1, 1) =
∫
U22x = µ4 − µ22.
So, by (A.21),
T
(
12
)
= β3 + β (3β4 + 1) /4.
Also
U122(1, 1, 1) =
∫
µxµ
2
2x = µ5 − 2µ2µ3,
U222(1, 1, 1) =
∫
µ32x = µ6 − 3µ4µ2 + 2µ32,
U12
(
1, 12
)
=
∫
µxµ2xx = −2µ3,
U21
(
1, 12
)
=
∫
µ2xµxx = 0,
U22
(
1, 12
)
=
∫
µ2xµ2xx = −2
(
µ4 − µ22
)
,
U1
(
13
)
=
∫
µxxx,
U2
(
13
)
=
∫
µ2xxx = 0.
So, by (A.22)
T
(
13
)
/3 = (3β5 − 2β3) /4 + β (−5β6 + 11β4 − 6) /8.
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Similarly, at (1, 1, 12), U221 = 0,
U122 = −2 (µ5 − µ3µ2) , U222 = −2
(
µ6 − 2µ4µ2 + µ32
)
,
Uij
(
1, 13
)
= Ui(1
4) = 0, U12
(
12, 12
)
= 0, U2
(
12, 12
)
= 4µ4,
so by (A.23),
T
(
14
)
= 3 (−5β7 + 3β5 − 3β3) /2 + 3β (35β8 − 132β6 + 242β4 − 97) /16.
Also at a = b = 1,
U12(ab, ab) = U1
(
a2b2
)
= U2
(
a2b2
)
= 0, U22(ab, ab) =
∫
µ22xy = 4µ
2
2,
U122(ab, a, b) = U22
(
a, ab2
)
= U12
(
a, ab2
)
= U21
(
a, ab2
)
= 0,
U222(ab, a, b) =
∫ ∫
µ2xyµ2xµ2y = −2µ23.
So, by (A.24)
T
(
1212
)
= 4g1222µ3
(
µ4 − µ22
)
+ g2222
(
µ4 − µ22
)2 − 4g122µ3µ2
−4g222
{(
µ4 − µ22
)
µ2 + 2µ
2
3
}
+ 12g22µ
2
2
= −3 (5β4 − 43) β3/8 + 3β
(
35β24 + 90β4 + 320β
2
3 − 77
)
/16.
So,
S1(F ) = T1(F ) = −β3/2− β (3β4 + 1) /8,
S2(F ) = (48β5 − 15β4β3 − 23β3) /64 + β
(−80β6 + 446β4 − 327 + 105β24 + 960β23) /128.
Note that T (1213), T (121212) and S3(F ) may be calculated similarly using (A.7).
Note 5.1 In the one sample example above µ is the mean of X ∼ F . In many cases
Xi = h(Yi), where h : R
t → Rs is a given transformation and Y1, . . . ,Yn ∼ G on
Rt is the original sample. So, µ(F ) =
∫
xdF (x) =
∫
h(y)dG(y). Equivalently, we may
replace µ(F ) =
∫
xdF (x) by µ(F ) =
∫
h(x)dF (x), so that µx = h(x) − µ. Similarly,
if s = 1 replace µr(F ) =
∫
(x − µ)rdF (x) by ∫ (h(x) − µ)rdF (x) so that (5.4) holds with
hi = hxi = h(xi)− µ. A similar remark holds for several samples.
The next four examples apply this idea to return times and exceedances.
Example 5.17 Take k = 1, h(x) = I(x ≤ a) for some a in Rs, and T (F ) = µ−1. Since
µ = F (a), T (F ) is the return period of the event {X ≤ a}, where X ∼ F . But the
case T (F ) = µ−1 was dealt with in Example 5.3 in terms of µr. In this instance µr =
µr(Bi(1, p)), where p = F (a), so µ2 = pq, where q = 1 − p, µ3 = pq(1 − 2p) and µ4 =
pq(1− 3pq). So, by Examples 5.6, 5.7 and Note 4.3 an estimate of the return period p−1 of
bias O(n−4) is S˜n4[p̂] = Sn4[p̂] if p̂ > l or l
−1 if p̂ ≤ l, where 0 < l < p,
Sn4[p] = p
−1 +
3∑
i=1
Si[p]/(n − 1)i,
and Si[p] = Si(F ) is given by S1[p] = p
−1 − p−2, S2[p] = −p−1 + p−3, S3[p] = 2p−1 + p−2−
2p−3 − p−4.
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The same formula with p = 1−F (a) and p̂ = 1− F̂ (a) gives an estimate of bias O(n−4)
for the return time of the event {X > a}. Similarly, for the event {x ∈ A} with p = F (A)
and p̂ = F̂ (A). Similarly, we can apply Example 5.4 to obtain estimates of bias O(n−p)
for any smooth function g(p1, . . . , pk) given independent nip̂i ∼ Bi(ni, pi), 1 ≤ i ≤ k. This
problem can also be solved by the parametric method of Withers (1987).
Example 5.18 Suppose k = 1, X ∼ F on Rt and T (F ) = Er(X) | (X ∈ A), where A ⊂ Rt
is a measurable set, F (A) > 0 and r : Rt → R is a given function. Then T (F ) = µ1/µ2 =
µ1(F )/µ2(F ), where µi(F ) =
∫
hi(x)dF (x), h1(x) = r(x)I(x ∈ A) and h2(x) = I(x ∈ A).
So, {Ti, Si, 1 ≤ i ≤ 3} are given in Example 5.2 in terms of the moments of (5.1) in which
xji now needs to be replaced by hji(x). Set
p = F (A), q = 1− p, Ii =
∫
A
(r(x)− µ1)i dF (x).
So, µ[2j ] = µi(Bi(1, p)) is given for 2 ≤ j ≤ 4 in Example 5.17 and
µ
[
1i2j
]
= Iiq
j + (−µ1)i (−p)jq.
Using I1 = 0 simplification yields
Sn4(F ) = µ1p
−1
{
1− q2p−1/(n− 1) + q3p−2/(n− 1)2 + q3p−3(2p − 1)/(n − 1)3
}
.
Unlike Example 5.17, one does not need to know a lower bound for p, since µ1 = 0 if p = 0;
so, if p̂ = 0 one interprets Sn4(F̂ ) as an arbitrary constant. This shows, surprisingly that
the bias reduction problem for T (F ) = µ1/p can be treated as a parametric problem, the
parameters being (µ1, p). The more general problem of T (F ) = g(µ1, p) does not reduce to
a finite parameter problem as it involves {∫A ridF, i ≥ 1}.
Example 5.19 The conditional distribution of exceedances is
Fu(x) = P (X − u < x | X − u > 0) = {F (x+ u)− F (u)} / {1− F (u)} (5.22)
for x ≥ 0. This is µ1/µ2 with A = {y : y > u} = (u,∞), B−{y : x+u > y > u} = (u, x+u)
and r(y) = I(y ∈ B). So, Example 5.18 applies with µ1 = F (x+ u)−F (u), µ2 = 1−F (u).
Example 5.20 The mean conditional exceedance is
µ (Fu) =
∫
xdFu(x) = µ1/µ2
for
µ1 =
∫
(x− u)+dF (x), µ2 = 1− F (u),
where
x+ =
{
x, if x > 0,
0, if x ≤ 0.
So, r(y) = (y − u)+ and Example 5.18 applies.
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The central moments of Fu of (5.22) are not covered by Example 5.18 and are probably
best dealt with by writing them as functions of the noncentral moments and applying
Example 5.1 with µ = {∫ (x − u)i+dF (x), i ≥ 0}. A more direct approach is given by the
following example.
Example 5.21 Suppose T (F ) = S(Fu) for Fu of (5.22). Set C
y(F ) = Fu(y). Then
Cy ((1− ǫ)F + ǫδx) = Fu(y) + ǫCyF (x) +O
(
ǫ2
)
,
and
T ((1− ǫ)F + ǫδx) = S
(
Fu(·) + ǫC ·F (x) +O
(
ǫ2
))
= S(F ) + ǫ
∫
SFu(y)C
y
F (x)dy +O
(
ǫ2
)
,
where CyF (x) = µ
−1
2 I(u < x < u+ y)− µ1µ−22 I(u < x). So,
TF (x) =
∫
SFu(y)C
y
F (x)dy = µ
−1
2 SFu(x− u). (5.23)
Higher derivatives can be calculated from (5.23).
Now let us apply the previous note with s = 1, t = r, h(y) = a′y, where a lies in Rr. Set
µ = EY. Then the joint central moment µ1···r = E(Y − µ)1 · · · (Y − µ)r is the coefficient
of a1 · · · ar/r! in µr(a′Y), so the same relation is true of their derivatives. The same is also
true of the cumulants. This device allows us to derive results for multivariate moments and
cumulants from their univariate analogs.
For example, from Example 5.6, for a univariate random variable, µ2(x) = (x−µ)2−µ2
and µ2(x1, x2) = −2(x1 − µ)(x2 − µ). So, for a bivariate random variable, µ12(x) = (x −
µ)1(x− µ)2 − µ12 and µ12(x1,x2) = −2(x1 − µ)1(x2 − µ)2.
We illustrate this device further with the problems of estimating multivariate moments
and the correlation of a bivariate distribution and its square.
Example 5.22 Suppose k = 1, s = 2 and T (F ) = µ12. From Example 5.6 and the previous
remark, an UE of µ12 is µ12/(1− n−1) at F = F̂ .
Similarly, we have
Example 5.23 Suppose k = 1, s = 3 and T (F ) = µ123. An UE of µ123 is µ123/{(1 −
n−1)(1− 2n−2)} at F = F̂ .
Example 5.24 Suppose k = 1, s = 2, and T (F ) = µ12{µ11µ22}−1/2, the correlation of a
bivariate sample. So, (A.1) of Appendix A holds with S(F ) = (µ12, µ11, µ22) and g(S) =
S1(S2S3)
−1/2. We shall apply (A.8). Set νij··· = µij···(µiiµjj · · · )−1/2. So, T (F ) = ν12.
Now S1(1
2) =
∫
S1xx = −2µ12, S2(12) =
∫
S2xx = −2µ11 and S3(12) =
∫
S3xx = −2µ22.
Also g1 = (µ11µ22)
−1/2, g2 = −ν12/µ11, g3 = −ν12/µ22. So, giSi(12) = T (F )(−2+ 1+1) =
0. Similarly, S1x = (x − µ)1(x − µ)2 − µ12, so S11(1, 1) =
∫
S21x = µ1122 − µ212, and
similarly S12(1, 1) = µ1112 − µ11µ12, S13(1, 1) = µ1222 − µ12µ22, S22(1, 1) = µ1111 − µ211,
S33(1, 1) = µ2222 − µ222, and S23(1, 1) = µ1122 − µ11µ22. So, an estimate of bias O(n−2)
is T (F ) − T (12)/(2n) or T (F ) − T (12)/(2n − 2) at F = F̂ , where by (A.8), T (12) =
ν12(3ν1111 + 3ν2222 + 2ν1122)/4 − ν1112 − ν1222.
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Example 5.25 Suppose k = 1, s = 2 and T (F ) = µ212{µ11µ22}−1 = ν212, the square of
the correlation of a bivariate sample. Again (A.1) holds with S(F ) = (µ12, µ11, µ22) but
now g(S) = S21(S2S3)
−1, so g1 = 2T (F )S
−1
1 , g2 = −T (F )S−12 , g3 = −T (F )S−13 , gii =
2T (F )S−2i , g12 = −2T (F )(S1S2)−1, g13 = −2T (F )(S1S3)−1, and g23 = T (F )(S2S3)−1.
Again giSi(1
2) = T (F )(−4+2+2) = 0. So, an estimate of bias O(n−2) is T (F )−T (12)/(2n)
or T (F )− T (12)/(2n− 2) at F = F̂ , where by (A.8), T (12) = 2ν212(ν1111 + ν2222 + 2ν1122 −
2ν1112 − 2ν1222).
6 Estimating covariances of estimates
In this section, we give an estimate of bias O(n−3) for Vn(F ), the covariance of T(̂F ),
where now T(F ) is a q×1 vector with components {Tα(F ), 1 ≤ α ≤ q}. After Example 6.1,
we estimate the covariance of more general estimates of T(F ).
From the formulas for {Kabi } on Withers (1982, pages 66 and 67),
V αβn (F ) = covar
(
Tα(̂F ), T β (̂F )
)
=
∞∑
i=1
n−iKαβi (F ), (6.1)
where
Kαβ1 (F ) = t
α
i t
β
j k
ij =
∑
λa
∫ ∫
TαF
(
a
x
)
T βF
(
a
y
)
dκa(xy)
=
∑
λaT
αβ(a, a), (6.2)
Kαβ2 (F ) =
2∑
tαijt
β
kk
ijk/2 +
(
2∑
tαijkt
β
l + t
α
ikt
β
jl
)
kijkkl/2
=
∑
λa
2∑∫ 3
TαF
(
a a
x y
)
T βF
(
a
z
)
dκa(xyz)/2
+
∑
λaλb
∫ 4{ 2∑
TαF
(
a a b
w x y
)
T βF
(
b
z
)
+TαF
(
a b
w x
)
T βF
(
a b
y z
)}
dκa(wx)dκb(yz)/2
=
∑
λa
2∑
Tαβ
(
a2, a
)
/2
+
∑
λaλa
{
2∑
Tαβ
(
a2b, b
)
+ Tαβ(ab, ab)
}
/2, (6.3)
2∑
fαβ = fαβ + fβα,
Tαβ(a, a) =
∫
TαF
(
a
x
)
T βF
(
a
x
)
dFa(x),
Tαβ
(
a2, a
)
=
∫
TαF
(
a a
x x
)
T βF
(
a
x
)
dFa(x), (6.4)
Tαβ
(
a2b, b
)
=
∫ ∫
TαF
(
a a b
x x y
)
T βF
(
b
y
)
dFa(x)dFb(y), (6.5)
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and
Tαβ(ab, ab) =
∫ ∫
TαF
(
a b
y x
)
T βF
(
a b
x y
)
dFa(x)dFb(y). (6.6)
Also, setting V αβ(F ) = Kαβ1 (F ) and differentiating, we have
V αβF
(
a
x
)
/λa = T
α
F
(
a
x
)
T βF
(
a
x
)
− Tαβ(a, a) +
2∑∫
TαF
(
a a
y x
)
T βF
(
a
y
)
dFa(y),
and
V αβF
(
a a
x x
)
/λa =
2∑[{
TαF
(
a a
x x
)
− TαF
(
a
x
)}
T βF
(
a
x
)
+TαF
(
a a
x x
)
T βF
(
a
x
)
−
∫
TαF
(
a a
x y
)
T βF
(
a
y
)
dFa(y)
+
∫
TαF
(
a a
x y
)
T βF
(
a a
x y
)
dFa(y)
+
∫
{TαF
(
a a a
x x y
)
− TαF
(
a a
x y
)
}T βF
(
a
y
)
dFa(y)
]
,
so that
C1
(
V αβ , F
)
=
∑
λaV
αβ(a2)
=
∑
λ2a
[
2∑{
Tαβ
(
a2, a
)
+ Tαβ
(
a2b, b
)
/2
}
+ 2Tαβ(ab, ab) − Tαβ(a, a)
]
b=a
.
So, n−1Kαβ1 (̂F ) given by (6.2) estimates V
αβ
n (F ) with bias O(n−2) and n−1K
αβ
1 (̂F ) +
n−2Lαβ (̂F ) estimates V αβn (F ) with bias O(n−3), where
Lαβ(F ) = Kαβ2 (F )− C1
(
V αβ, F
)
=
∑(
λa − λ2a
) 2∑
Tαβ
(
a2, a
)
/2
+
∑
λaλb
{
2∑
Tαβ
(
a2b, b
)
+ Tαβ(ab, ab)
}
/2
−
∑
λ2a
{
2∑
Tαβ
(
a2b, b
)
/2 + 2Tαβ(ab, ab)− Tαβ(a, a)
}
b=a
.
If k = 1 this reduces to
Lαβ(F ) = Tαβ(a, a)− 3Tαβ(ab, ab)/2 (6.7)
at a = b = 1, so that
(n− 1)−1Tαβ(a, a)− 3n−2Tαβ(ab, ab)/2 (6.8)
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at {F = F̂ , a = b = 1} estimates V αβn (F ) with bias O(n−3), where at a = b = 1,
Tαβ(a, a) =
∫
TαF (x)T
β
F (x)dF (x),
and
Tαβ(ab, ab) =
∫ ∫
TαF (xy)T
β
F (xy)dF (x)dF (y).
One may prefer to use n−1−n−2 instead of (n− 1)−1 in (6.8). Remarkably, unlike the case
k > 1, the estimate (6.8) does not depend on Tαβ(a2, a) or Tαβ(a2b, b) at a = b = 1.
We now show how to estimate
Wn(F ) = covar T(n)(̂F ), (6.9)
where
T(n) =
∞∑
i=0
n−iTi
is q × 1 and T0 = T. Clearly, T(n)(̂F ) estimates T(F ). Now
Wn(F ) =
∑
i,j≥0
n−i−jWn (Ti,Tj) ,
where
Wn (Ti,Tj) = covar
(
Ti(̂F ),Tj (̂F )
)
has (α, β) element
Wαβn (Ti,Tj) =Wn
(
Tαi , T
β
j
)
= V 12n (F )
of (6.1) with (T 1, T 2) = (Tαi , T
β
j ). So,
Wαβn (F ) =
∞∑
l=1
n−lKαβl [F ],
where
Kαβl [F ] =
∑
i+j+k=l
Kk
(
Tαi , T
β
j
)
,
and
Kk
(
T 1, T 2
)
= K12k (F ) of (6.1).
So,
Kαβ1 [F ] = K1
(
Tα, T β
)
= Kαβ1 (F )
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of (6.2), and
Kαβ2 [F ] = K
αβ
2 (F ) +△αβ,
where
△αβ =
2∑
K1
(
Tα, T β1
)
,
and
K1
(
Tα, T β1
)
= Kαβ1 (F )
of (6.2) at T β = T β1 .
So, n−1Kαβ1 (̂F ) and n
−1Kαβ1 (̂F ) + n
−2Lαβ [̂F ] estimate Wαβn (F ) with bias O(n−2) and
O(n−3), respectively, where
Lαβ[F ] = Kαβ2 [F ]− C1
(
V αβ, F
)
= Lαβ(F ) +△αβ. (6.10)
Alternatively, for k = 1, the sum of (6.8) and n−2△αβ at F = F̂ estimates Wαβn (F ) with
bias O(n−3). Now for p ≥ 2, Tnp of (1.3) has the form T(n) of (6.9) with T1 given by (4.1),
so that
T β1F
(
a
x
)
= −λa
{
T βF
(
a2
x2
)
− T β (a2)+ ∫ T βF ( a2ay2x
)
dFa(y)
}
/2,
and so
K1
(
Tα, T β1
)
= −
∑
λ2a
{
T βα
(
a2, a
)
+ T βα
(
a3, a
)}
/2,
△αβ = −
∑
λ2a
2∑{
Tαβ
(
a2, a
)
+ Tαβ
(
a2b, b
)}
b=a
/2, (6.11)
Kαβ2 [F ] =
∑(
λa − λ2a
) 2∑
Tαβ
(
a2b, b
)
/2−
∑
λ2a
2∑
Tαβ
(
a2b, b
)
b=a
/2
+
∑
λaλb
{
2∑
Tαβ
(
a2b, b
)
+ Tαβ(ab, ab)
}
/2,
Lαβ [F ] =
∑(
λa/2− λ2a
) 2∑
Tαβ
(
a2, a
)
+
∑
λaλb
{
2∑
Tαβ
(
a2b, b
)
+ Tαβ(ab, ab)
}
/2
−
∑
λ2a
{
2∑
Tαβ
(
a2b, b
)
+ 2Tαβ(ab, ab) − Tαβ(a, a)
}
b=a
.
For k = 1, at a = b = 1, this gives
△αβ = −
2∑{
Tαβ
(
a2, a
)
+ Tαβ
(
a2b, b
)}
/2,
Kαβ2 [F ] = T
αβ(ab, ab)/2, (6.12)
covar
(
Tαnp(̂F ), T
β
np(F̂ )
)
= n−1Tαβ(a, a) + n−2Tαβ(ab, ab)/2 +O
(
n−3
)
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which, remarkably, does not depend on T (a2, a) or T (a2b, b) to this accuracy - whereas
Lαβ[F ] does.
Example 6.1 Consider again Example 5.1, that is k = 1, T(F ) = g(µ), where now g may
be a vector {gα}. By (A.17)-(A.20) at a = b = 1
Kαβ1 (F ) = T
αβ(a, a) = gαi g
β
j µ[ij],
Tαβ(ab, ab) = gαij g
β
kl µ[ik] µ[jl],
Tαβ
(
a2, a
)
= gαij g
β
k µ[ijk],
Tαβ
(
a2b, b
)
= gαijk g
β
l µ[ij]µ[kl],
and Kαβ2 (F ), L
αβ(F ), Kαβ2 [F ], L
αβ [F ] are given by (6.3), (6.7), (6.10), (6.11), (6.12). Note
that Lαβ depends only on the first and second moments of F , even though Kαβ2 depends on
the third moments!
Example 6.2 Consider Example 6.1 with g(µ) = α′µ/β′µ = N/D, say, – that is, Example
5.2. Since q = 1 we drop suffixes α, β. Define µ[·] and δi as in (5.1) and (5.3). Then at
a = b = 1
K1(F ) = T (a, a) = D
−2µ2[δδ],
T (ab, ab) = 2µ2[δβ]
2 + 2µ2[δδ]µ2[ββ],
T
(
a2, a
)
= −2D−3µ3[δδβ],
T
(
a2b, b
)
= 2D−4
{
2µ2[δβ]
2 + µ2[δδ]µ2[ββ]
}
,
where µ2[δβ] = δiβjµ[ij] and µ3[αβγ] = αiβjγkµ[ijk]. In particular, for g(µ) = µ1/µ2, at
a = b = 1 setting γij··· = µ(ij · · · )µ−1i µ−1j · · · , we have
K1(F ) = T (a, a) = (µ1/µ2)
2 (γ11 − 2γ12 + γ22) , (6.13)
T (ab, ab) = 2 (µ1/µ2)
2 (γ11γ22 − 4γ12γ22 + 2γ222) ,
T
(
a2, a
)
= −2 (µ1/µ2)2 (γ112 − 2γ122 + γ222) , (6.14)
T
(
a2b, b
)
= 2 (µ1/µ2)
2 (2γ212 − 5γ12γ22 + 3γ222 + γ11γ22) .
Note that (6.13) is in agreement with equation (10.17) of Kendall and Stuart (1977).
Example 6.3 Consider Example 6.1 with g(µ) = Np, where N = α′µ, that is, we consider
Example 5.3. In the notation there, with a = b = 1
K1(F ) = T (a, a) = p
2N2pα(2),
T (ab, ab) = p2(p− 1)2N2pα2(2),
T
(
a2, a
)
= p2(p − 1)N2pα(3),
T
(
a2b, b
)
= (p)3pN
2pα2(2).
In particular, for s = 1 and g(µ) = µp, with a = b = 1
T (a, a) = p2µ2p−2µ2, T (ab, ab) = p
2(p − 1)2µ2p−4µ22,
T
(
a2, a
)
= p2(p− 1)µ2p−3µ3, T
(
a2b, b
)
= (p)3pµ
2p−4µ22.
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For example, var{µ̂−1} or (if Note 4.3 needs to be applied), var{µ̂−1I (|µ̂| > l)}, where l > 0
is a known lower bound for |µ|, can be estimated by
T̂n2 = (n− 1)−1µ̂−4µ̂2 − 6n−2µ̂−6µ̂22
or by
T̂n2I (|µ̂| > l)
with bias O(n−3), where (µ̂, µ̂2) is (µ, µ2) at F = F̂ . Alternatively, replacing n
−2 in T̂n2 by
(n− 1)−2 and setting s2 = µ̂2 n/(n− 1), the UE of µ2, we obtain
T ⋆n2 = n
−1µ̂−4s2 − 6n−2µ̂−6s4, T ⋆n2I (|µ̂| > l)
as estimates with bias O(n−3).
7 Estimating the covariance of an estimate of bias
The emphasis of this paper has been to reduce bias, not estimate it. However, a number of
papers have given methods for estimating the variance of an estimate of bias for the case
k = 1. See, for example, Efron (1981) and Davison et al. (1986). These papers provide
bootstrap and jackknife methods of an order of magnitude less efficient computationally
than the Taylor series method (also called the delta method or the infinitesimal jackknife
when p = 2) used here.
Suppose then T(F ) is a q × 1 functional. Note that T(̂F ) has bias n−1B(F )/2+O(n−2),
where B(F ) = |2| = ∑λaT (a2). Its estimate n−1B(̂F )/2 has covariance n−2V(F )/4 +
O(n−3), where
V αβ(F ) =
∑
λa
∫
BαF
(
a
x
)
BβF
(
a
x
)
dFa(x)
=
∑
λ3a
{∫
Tα
(
aa
xx
)
T β
(
aa
xx
)
− Tα (a2)T β (a2)
+
2∑∫ ∫
Tα
(
aaa
xxy
)
T β
(
aa
yy
)
+
∫ ∫ ∫
Tα
(
aaa
xxz
)
T β
(
aaa
yyz
)}
and dFa(x), dFa(y), dFa(z) are implicit in the integrals. Finally, n
−2V(̂F )/4 estimates
covar
{
n−1B(̂F )/2
}
with bias O(n−3).
The same is true if we replace B(̂F ) by Bnp(̂F ). If desired, one could apply Section 6
to reduce this bias to O(n−4).
Note 7.1 In equation (2.6) of Davison et al. (1986) and the following line a factor 1/2
should be inserted. So, the usual bootstrap and the usual jackknife estimates of bias as well
as our estimate n−1B(F )/2, all have bias O(n−2).
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Appendix A
Here, we note and illustrate the following chain rule for the partial derivatives of
T (F ) = g(S(F )), (A.1)
where S(F ) is q × 1 and g : Rq → R.
First, suppose k = 1, that is, F is a single d.f. Given r ≥ 1, let s(y) : Rr → Rq be an
arbitrary function. Set ∂i = ∂/∂yi. Then
TF (x1 · · ·xr) = ∂1 · · · ∂rg(s(y)), (A.2)
evaluated with s(y) replaced by S(F ), and ∂1 · · · ∂rs(y) replaced by SF (x1 · · ·xr). So,
setting
T1···r = TF (x1, . . . ,xr) ,
Si1···r = SiF (x1, . . . ,xr) ,
gij··· = ∂i∂j · · · g(s)
with ∂i = ∂/∂si at s = S(F ), we have
T1 = giSi1, T12 = gijSi1Sj2 + giSi12, (A.3)
T123 = gijkSi1Sj2Sk3 + gij
3∑
Si12Sj3 + giSi123, (A.4)
T1234 = gijklSi1Sj2Sk3Sl4 + gijk
6∑
Si1Sj2Sk34
+gij
(
4∑
Si1Sj234 +
3∑
Si12Sj34
)
+ giSi1234, (A.5)
where summation over repeated suffixes i, j, . . . is implicit, and by the multivariate version
of Faa de Bruno’s chain rule given in Withers (1984), for r ≥ 1,
T1···r =
r∑
k=1
gi1···ik (S(F ))
∑
n
m(n)∑
Si1π1 · · ·Sikπk , (A.6)
where
∑m(n) sums over all m(n) = r!/∏ri=1(i!nini!) partitions (π1 · · · πk) of 1 · · · r giving
distinct terms with ni of the π’s of length i, and
∑
n
sums over {n ∈ N r,∑ni = k,∑ ini =
r}. For example,
3∑
Si12Sj34 = Si12Sj34 + Si13Sj24 + Si14Sj23.
The reader can derive T123 from T12 using equation (2.6) of Withers (1983) to appreciate
the labor-saving this rule gives.
By [4c] of Comtet (1974) the general term can be written in terms of the multivariate
exponential Bell polynomials, {Brk(S)i1···ik}:
T1···r =
r∑
k=1
gi1···ikBrk(S)i1···ik . (A.7)
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This is a much easier form to use than (A.6) as these polynomials are immediately derived
from the univariate polynomials Brk(S) tabled on pages 307-308 of Comtet (1974). For
example, the table gives
B41(S) = S4,
B42(S) = 4S1S3 + 3S
2
2 ,
B43(S) = 6S
2
1S2,
B44(S) = S
4
1 ,
so
B41(S)i1 = Si11234,
B42(S)i1i2 =
4∑
Si11Si2234 +
3∑
Si112Si234,
B43(S)i1i2i3 =
6∑
Si11Si22Si334,
B44(S)i1···i4 = Si11 · · ·Si44,
and (A.7) for r ≤ 4 reduces to (A.3)-(A.5).
Now suppose F consists of k d.f.s: the only change is to replace (x1 · · ·xr) by
(
a1 · · · ar
x1 xr
)
wherever it occurs. So, in the notation of (3.1), (A.3)-(A.5) imply
T
(
a2
)
= gijSij(a, a) + giSi
(
a2
)
, (A.8)
T
(
a3
)
= gijkSijk(a, a, a) + 3gijSij
(
a, a2
)
+ giSi
(
a3
)
, (A.9)
T
(
a4
)
= gijklSijkl(a, a, a, a) + 6gijkSijk
(
a, a, a2
)
+gij
{
4Sij
(
a, a3
)
+ 3Sij
(
a2, a2
)}
+ giSi(a
4), (A.10)
T
(
a2b2
)
= gijklSij(a, a)Skl(b, b)
+gijk
{
Sij(a, a)Sk
(
b2
)
+ Sij(b, b)Sk
(
a2
)
+ 4Sijk(ab, a, b)
}
+gij
{
2Sij
(
a, ab2
)
+ 2Sij
(
b, a2b
)
+ Si
(
a2
)
Sj
(
b2
)
+ 2Sij(ab, ab)
}
+giSi
(
a2b2
)
, (A.11)
where
Sij···
(
aI , aJ , . . .
)
=
∫
SiF
(
aI
xI
)
SjF
(
aJ
xJ
)
· · · dFa(x), (A.12)(
aI
xI
)
=
a · · · a
x x
with I columns, (A.13)
Sij
(
aIbJ , . . . , aKbL, . . .
)
=
∫
· · ·
∫
SiF
(
aI
xI
bJ
yJ · · ·
)
SjF
(
aK
xK
bL
yL · · ·
)
dFa(x)dFb(y),
(A.14)
and so on. Similarly, from (A.7) at r = 5 we obtain
T
(
a2b3
)
=
5∑
k=1
gi1···ikA
i1···ik , (A.15)
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where
Ai = Si
(
a2b3
)
,
Aij = 2Sij
(
a, ab3
)
+ 3Sij
(
b, a2b2
)
+ Si
(
a2
)
Sj
(
b3
)
+ 6Sij
(
ab, ab2
)
+ 3Sij
(
b2, a2b
)
,
Aijk = Sij(a, a)Sk
(
b3
)
+ 3Sijk
(
b, b, a2b
)
+ 6Sijk
(
a, b, ab2
)
+ 6Sijk
(
a, ab, b2
)
+3Sik
(
b, b2
)
Sj
(
a2
)
+ 6Sijk(b, ab, ab),
Aijkl = Si
(
a2
)
Sjkl(b, b, b) + 6Sijkl(ab, a, b, b) + 3Sil(b
2, b)Sjk(a, a),
Ai1···i5 = Si1i2(a, a)Si3i4i5(b, b, b),
and from (A.7) at r = 6 we obtain
T
(
a2b2c2
)
=
6∑
k=1
gi1···ikB
i1···ik , (A.16)
where
Bi = Si
(
a2b2c2
)
,
Bij = Bij1 +B
ij
2 +B
ij
3 ,
Bij1 = 2
3∑
Sij
(
a, ab2c2
)
,
Bij2 =
3∑
Si
(
a2
)
Sj
(
b2c2
)
+ 4
3∑
Sij
(
ab, abc2
)
,
Bij3 = 2
3∑
Sij
(
a2b, bc2
)
+ 4Sij(abc, abc),
Bijk = Bijk1 +B
ijk
2 +B
ijk
3 ,
Bijk1 =
3∑
Sij(a, a)Sk
(
b2c2
)
+ 4
3∑
Sijk
(
a, b, abc2
)
,
Bijk2 = 2
6∑
Sik
(
a, ac2
)
Sj
(
b2
)
+ 4
6∑
Sijk
(
a, ab, bc2
)
+ 8
3∑
Sijk(a, bc, abc),
Bijk3 = Si(a
2)Sj
(
b2
)
Sk
(
c2
)
+ 2
3∑
Si
(
a2
)
Sjk(bc, bc) + 8Sijk(ab, bc, ca),
Bijkl = Bijkl1 +B
ijkl
2 ,
Bijkl1 = 2
6∑
Sij
(
a2b, b
)
Skl(c, c) + 8Sijkl(abc, a, b, c),
Bijkl2 =
3∑{
Sij(a, a)Sk
(
b2
)
Sl
(
c2
)
+ 2Sij(a, a)Skl(bc, bc)
+4Sijk(a, b, ab)Sl(c
2) + 8Sijkl(a, b, ac, bc)
}
,
Bi1···i5 =
3∑{
Si1(a
2)Si2i3(b, b)Si4i5(c, c) + Si1i2i3(ab, a, b)Si4i5(c, c)
}
,
Bi1···i6 = Si1i2(a, a)Si3i4(b, b)Si5i6(c, c),
and
∑m is interpreted in the obvious manner by permuting a, b, c. For example,
3∑
Sij
(
a, ab2c2
)
= Sij
(
a, ab2c2
)
+ Sij
(
b, bc2a2
)
+ Sij
(
c, ca2b2
)
.
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Similarly, if we now allow T and g to be r-vectors with components {Tα} and {gα}, then
by (A.3), Tαβ(a, a) of (6.2) is given by
Tαβ···(a, a, . . .) = gαi g
β
i · · · Sij···(a, a, . . .) (A.17)
and Tαβ(ab, ab) of (6.6) satisfies
Tαβ(ab, ab) = gαijg
β
klSik(a, a)Sjl(b, b) +
2∑
αβ
gαi g
β
jkSijk(ab, a, b) + g
α
i g
β
j Sij(ab, ab), (A.18)
where
Sijk(ab, a, b) =
∫ ∫
SiF
(
ab
xy
)
SjF
(
a
x
)
SkF
(
b
y
)
dFa(x)dFb(y).
Similarly, (6.4), (6.5) yield
Tαβ
(
a2, a
)
=
{
gαijSijk(a, a, a) + g
α
i Sik
(
a2, a
)}
gβk , (A.19)
and
Tαβ
(
a2b, b
)
=
{
gαijkSij(a, a)Skl(b, b) + g
α
ij
[
Si
(
a2
)
Sjl(b, b) + 2Sijl(ab, a, b)
]
+gαi Sil
(
a2b, b
)}
gβl . (A.20)
Similarly,
Tαβδ(ab, a, b) =
{
gαijSijkl(a, b, a, b) + g
α
i Sikl(ab, a, b)
}
gβk g
δ
l .
We now consider the case, where S(F ) is bivariate, that is q = 2. Since Sij(a
I , aJ) =
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Sji(a
J , aI), (A.8)-(A.11) can be written as
T
(
a2
)
= {g11S11 + 2g12S12 + g22S22} (a, a) + {g1S1 + g2S2}
(
a2
)
, (A.21)
T
(
a3
)
= {g111S111 + 3g112S112 + 3g122S122 + g222S222} (a, a, a)
+3 {g11S11 + g12 (S12 + S21) + g22S22}
(
a, a2
)
+ {g1S1 + g2S2}
(
a3
)
, (A.22)
T
(
a4
)
=
{
g1111S1111 + 4g1112S1112 + 6g1122S1122 + 4g1222S1222
+g2222S2222
}
(a, a, a, a) + 6
{
g111S111 + g112S112 + 2g121S121
+g221S221 + 2g122S122 + g222S222
} (
a, a, a2
)
+4 {g11S11 + g12(S12 + S21) + g22S22}
(
a, a3
)
+3 {g11S11 + 2g12S12 + g22S22}
(
a2, a2
)
+ {g1S1 + g2S2}
(
a4
)
, (A.23)
T
(
a2b2
)
=
{
g1111S11S11 + 2g1112S11S12 + g1122S11S22
+2g1211S12S11 + 4g1212S12S12 + 2g1222S12S22
+g2211S22S11 + 2g2212S22S12 + g2222S22S22
}
(a, a)(b, b)
+
{
g111S11S1 + 2g121S12S1 + g221S22S1
+g112S11S2 + 2g122S12S2 + g222S22S2
}{
(a, a)
(
b2
)
+ (b, b)
(
a2
)}
+4 {g111S111 + 3g112S112 + 3g122S122 + g222S222} (ab, a, b)
+2 {g11S11 + g12 (S12 + S21) + g22S22}
{(
a, ab2
)
+
(
b, a2b
)}
+ {g11S1S1 + g12 (S1S2 + S2S1) + g22S2S2}
(
a2
) (
b2
)
+2 {g11S11 + 2g12S12 + g22S22} (ab, ab) + {g1S1 + g2S2}
(
a2b2
)
. (A.24)
The convention here is that
(gπ1Sπ2 + · · · )
(
aI , . . .
)
= gπ1Sπ2
(
aI , . . .
)
,
(gπ1Sπ2Sπ3 + · · · )
(
aI , . . .
) (
bJ , . . .
)
= gπ1Sπ2
(
aI , . . .
)
Sπ3
(
bJ , . . .
)
.
Similarly, for q = 2, splitting the third term in (A.15), gijkA
ijk, into the six components
corresponding to Aijk, the first is
gijkSijk = {g11kS11k + 2g12kS12k + g22kS22k}
at (a, a, b3) and similarly for the second and sixth components. Similarly, for the three
components of the fourth term, the first being
gi···lSi···l =

2∑
j=1
gijjjSijjj + 3gi112Si112 + gi122Si122

at (a2, b, b, b), and for the fifth term
gi1···i5Si1···i5 = (g11−S11− + 2g12−S12− + g22−S22−)
× (g−111S−111 + 3g−112S−112 + 3g−122S−122 + g−222S−222)
at (a, a, b, b, b), where gπ−Sπ−g−π′S−π′ is interpreted as gππ′Sππ′ .
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Similarly, for q = 2, the term Bi3 in (A.16) has the component
4gijSij = 4
2∑
i=1
giiSii + 8g12S12
at (abc, abc). The sixth component is
(g11−S11− + 2g12−S12− + g22−S22−) (g−11−S−11− + 2g−12−S−12− + g−22−S−22−)
× (g−11S−11 + 2g−12S−12 + g−22S−22)
at (a, a, b, b, c, c), where gπ1−Sπ1−g−π2−S−π2−g−π3S−π3 interpreted as gπ1π2π3Sπ1π2π3 , and
so on.
Appendix B
The nonparametric analogs of the terms for t2 and equation (D.1) of Withers (1987) needed
for T2 and T3 - apart from those given in (3.3)-(3.5) are as follows. Summation over a, b, c
is implicit, where they occur. These terms are listed both for the purpose of checking and
for application to other problems. Note that T2 requires∣∣∣∣ 2210
∣∣∣∣ = |3| and ∣∣∣∣ 2220
∣∣∣∣ = −2λ2a|2|a
and that T3 requires∣∣∣∣ 2310
∣∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣∣ 222110
∣∣∣∣ = λ3a {T (a4)− T (a2a2)} ,∣∣∣∣ 2320
∣∣∣∣ = −2λ3aT (a3) ,∣∣∣∣∣∣
2 2 2
1 0 0
∣∣∣∣∣∣ = |23|,
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2 2 2
2 0 0
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
= −2λ2aλbT
(
a2b2
)
,
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2 2 2
0 2 0
∣∣∣∣∣∣
1
= −2λ3aT
(
a2a2
)
,
∣∣∣∣ 2 2 21 2 0
∣∣∣∣
i
=
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2 2 2
2 1 0
∣∣∣∣∣∣− 2λ3aT (a3) for 1 ≤ i ≤ 3,∣∣∣∣∣∣
2 2 2
2 2 0
∣∣∣∣∣∣ = 4λ3aT (a2) ,
∣∣∣∣ 3210
∣∣∣∣ = λ3a {T (a4)− 3T (a2a2)} ,∣∣∣∣ 3220
∣∣∣∣ = −6|3|.
Also,
∣∣∣∣ 2330
∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2 2 2
0 3 0
∣∣∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2 2 2
0 4 0
∣∣∣∣∣∣ = 0
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since κa(x1x2), being quadratic in Fa, has functional derivatives higher than two equal to
zero. To illustrate the proof,∣∣∣∣ 222210
∣∣∣∣
1
= κx1x2y1z1 κ
y1y2
z2 κ
z1z2tx1x2y2
=
∫ 6
λaλbλcdxUF
(
b c
y1 z1
)
dyVF
(
c
z2
)
dκc (z1z2)TF
(
a a b
x1 x2 y2
)
,
where U(F ) = κx1x2 = κa(x1x2) and V (F ) = κ
y1y2 = κb(y1y2). Note that
VF
(
c
z2
)
= 0
unless c = b and
UF
(
b c
y1 z1
)
= 0
unless b = c = a. Also
UF
(
a a
y1 z1
)
= −
2∑
x1x2
△y1 (x1)△z1 (x2) ,
and
VF
(
a
z
)
= △z (y1 ∧ y2)−
2∑
y1y2
△z (y1)Fa (y2) ,
where △y(x) = (Fa(x))y = I(y ≤ x) − Fa(x). Integrate first with respect to x = (x1x2):
since columns in TF
( · · ·
· · ·
)
are interchangeable we may replace
∑2
x1x2
by 2. Since
∫
TF
(
a a a
x1 x2 y2
)
dFa(xi) = 0 (B.1)
for i = 1, 2, and
dx {I (y1 ≤ x1) I (z1 ≤ x2)} = δ (x1 − y1) δ (x2 − z1) dx1dx2
with δ the Dirac delta function,∫ 2
dxUF
(
a a
y1 z1
)
TF
(
a a a
x1 x2 y2
)
= −2TF
(
a a a
y1 z1 y2
)
.
So, ∣∣∣∣ 222210
∣∣∣∣
1
= −2λ3a
∫ 4
dκa(z1z2)TF
(
a a a
y1 y2 z1
)
dyVF
(
a
z2
)
.
Integrate with respect to y = (y1y2): (B.1) implies the contribution from the last two out
of the three terms in VF
(
a
z
)
is zero. Also,
△z(y1 ∧ y2) = I (z ≤ y1) I (z ≤ y2)− Fa (y1 ∧ y2) ,
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so
dy△z (y1 ∧ y2) = δ (y1 − z) δ (y2 − z) dy1dy2 − δ (y1 − y2) dy2dFa (y2) .
So,∫ 2
TF
(
a a a
y1 y2 z1
)
dyVF
(
a
z2
)
= TF
(
a a a
z2 z2 z1
)
−
∫
TF
(
a a a
y1 y1 z1
)
dFa (y1) .
Now integrate with respect to z = (z1z2): by (B.1) the second out of two terms from
dκa(z1z2) contributes zero. So, putting
L =
∫
dFa (z2)TF
(
a a a
y1 y1 z2
)
= 0,
we obtain∣∣∣∣ 222210
∣∣∣∣
1
= −2λ3a
∫ 2
dFa (z1 ∧ z2)
{
TF
(
a a a
z2 z2 z1
)
−
∫
TF
(
a a a
y1 y1 z1
)
dFa (y1)
}
= −2λ3a
{∫
TF
(
a a a
z z z
)
dFa(z)−
∫
dFa (y1)L
}
= −2λ3aT
(
a3
)
.
Appendix C
Here, we show how to estimate N , the number of simulated samples needed to estimate the
bias to within a given relative error ǫ.
Note that Tnp(F̂ ) has bias −n−pTp(F ) + O(n−p−1) and that Snp(F̂ ) has bias −(n −
1)−1p Sp(F ) + O(n
−p−1) = −n−pSp(F ) + O(n−p−1). Suppose we estimate the bias of Y =
Snp(F̂ ) by Z = Y − T (F ), where Y = N−1
∑N
j=1 Yj, Yj = Snp(F̂j) and F̂j is the empirical
distribution of the jth simulated sample. Then EZ = ESnp(F̂ )−T (F ) is the true bias of Y
and we can write Z = EZ + (vn/N)
1/2{N (0, 1) + op(1))} as N →∞, where vn = varY1 =
VTn
−1+O(n−2) as n→∞, and VT = VT (F ) =
∑
λaT (a, a) with T (a, a) =
∫
TF (
a
x)
2dFa(x).
So, if Sp = Sp(F ) 6= 0, the relative error in the estimate of bias,
(bias estimate - bias)/bias ≈ − (vn/N)1/2N (0, 1)npSp(F )
≈ −VT (F )1/2Sp(F )−1np−1/2N−1/2N (0, 1)
is bounded by a given number ǫ with probability greater than 0.975 +Op(n
−1/2) if
2VT (F )
1/2Sp(F )
−1np−1/2N−1/2 ≤ ǫ,
that is, if
N ≥ Nǫpn = ǫ−2n2p−1φp,
where φp = 4VT (F )Sp(F )
−2. This implies that for ǫ = 0.1 and n large, say n = 100, it is not
practical to carry out enough simulations to give meaningful estimates of bias unless p = 1.
This is reflected by the poor estimates of bias in the tables for the case p = 2 obtained for
n = 100 using N = 10, 000.
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Consider the following one sample examples. Set βr = µrµ
−2/2
2 . For F = N (0, 1),
µ4 = 3, µ6 = 15, µ8 = 105 and for F = exp(1), µ2 = 1, µ3 = 2, µ4 = 9, µ5 = 44, µ6 = 305,
µ8 = 14, 833.
Example C.1 Consider T (F ) = µ2. Then VT = µ4 − µ22, S1 = µ2, φ1 = 4(β4 − 1). So, for
a normal sample φ1 = 8 and µ̂2 = µ2(F̂ ) needs
N ≥ Nǫ1n = 8ǫ−2n =
{
80, 000n simulations for ǫ = 0.01,
800n simulations for ǫ = 0.1.
For an exponential sample φ1 = 32, so one needs four times as many simulations. Since
S2(F ) = 0, φ2 is not defined.
Example C.2 Consider T (F ) = µ22. Then VT = 4µ
2
2(µ4 − µ22) and by Example 5.8, S1 =
−µ4 + µ22, S2 = −4µ4 + 7µ22 so for a unit normal, VT = 8, S1 = −2, φ1 = 8, S2 = −29,
φ2 = 0.1522 so N0.11n = 800n and N0.12n = 152n
3 and for exp(1), VT = 14, 048, S1 = 30,
φ1 = 62.44, S2 = 87, φ2 = 7.424, so N0.11n = 6, 244n and N0.12n = 74.24n
3.
Example C.3 Consider T (F ) = µ4. Then VT = µ8 − µ24 − 8µ5µ3, and by Example 5.6
or 5.10, S1 = 2(2µ4 − 3µ22), S2 = 3(4µ4 − 7µ22), so for a unit normal, VT = 96, S1 = 6,
φ1 = 32/3, S2 = 15, φ2 = 128/75, so N0.11n = 1067n and N0.12n = 171n
3 and for exp(1),
VT = 14, 048, S1 = 30, φ1 = 62.44, S2 = 87, φ2 = 7.424, so N0.11n = 6, 244n and
N0.12n = 74.24n
3.
Example C.4 Consider T (F ) = σ = µ
1/2
2 . Then VT = µ2(β4 − 1)/4, so by Example
5.15, for a unit normal, VT = 1/2, S1 = 3/4, φ1 = 32/9, S2 = 1/32, φ2 = 2048, so
N0.11n = 356n and N0.12n = 204, 800n
3 and for exp(1), VT = 2, S1 = 3/2, φ1 = 32/9,
S2 = 213/8 = 26.625, φ2 = 0.01129, so N0.11n = 356n and N0.12n = 1.129n
3.
Appendix D
Here, we list the non-zero derivatives µr·12···p = µrF (x1 · · · xp) for 2 ≤ p ≤ r ≤ 6. They are
obtained from (5.4) in terms of hi = µxi , where µx = x− µ, the first derivative of µ:
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µ2·1 = h
2
1 − µ2,
µ2·12 = −2h1h2,
µ3·1 = h
3
1 − µ3 − 3h1µ2,
µ3·12 = −3
(
h21 − µ2
)
h2 − 3h1
(
h22 − µ2
)
,
µ3·123 = 12h1h2h3,
µ4·1 = h
4
1 − µ4 − 4h1µ3,
µ4·12 = 12h1h2µ2 − 4
(
h31 − µ3
)
h2 − 4h1
(
h32 − µ3
)
,
µ4·123 = 12
(
h21 − µ2
)
h2h3 + 12h1
(
h22 − µ2
)
h3 + 12h1h2
(
h23 − µ2
)
,
µ4·1234 = −72h1h2h3h4,
µ5·1 = h
5
1 − µ5 − 5h1µ4,
µ5·12 = 20h1h2µ3 − 5
(
h41 − µ4
)
h2 − 5h1
(
h42 − µ4
)
,
µ5·123 = −60h1h2h3µ2 + 20
(
h31 − µ3
)
h2h3 + 20h1
(
h32 − µ3
)
h3 + 20h1h2
(
h33 − µ3
)
,
µ5·1234 = −60
(
h21 − µ2
)
h2h3h4 − 60h1
(
h22 − µ2
)
h3h4 − 60h1h2
(
h23 − µ2
)
h4
−60h1h2h3
(
h24 − µ2
)
,
µ5·12345 = 480h1h2h3h4h5,
µ6·1 = h
6
1 − µ6 − 6h1µ5,
µ6·12 = 30h1h2µ4 − 6
(
h51 − µ5
)
h2 − 6h1
(
h52 − µ5
)
,
µ6·123 = −120h1h2h3µ3 + 30
(
h41 − µ4
)
h2h3 + 30h1
(
h42 − µ4
)
h3 + 30h1h2
(
h43 − µ4
)
,
µ6·1234/120 = 3h1h2h3h4µ2 −
(
h31 − µ3
)
h2h3h4 − h1
(
h32 − µ3
)
h3h4
−h1h2
(
h33 − µ3
)
h4 − h1h2h3
(
h34 − µ3
)
,
µ6·12345/360 =
(
h21 − µ2
)
h2h3h4h5 + h1
(
h22 − µ2
)
h3h4h5 + h1h2
(
h23 − µ2
)
h4h5
+h1h2h3
(
h24 − µ2
)
h5 + h1h2h3h4
(
h25 − µ2
)
.
Note that
µr·12···r = (−1)r−1(r − 1)r!
r∏
j=1
hj ,
and
µr·12···r−1 = (−1)r(r!/2)
r−1∑(
h21 − µ2
)
h2 · · · hr−1,
where
∑r−1 sums over all r − 1 like terms.
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Table 5.1. Relative bias of S˜np(̂F )
for T (F ) = µ−1 estimated from two runs of 5000 simulations.
n = 10 n = 100
p = 1 p = 2 p = 1 p = 2
Norm (1/2, 1) Run 1 0.0773 -0.0242 0.0089 0.0013
Run2 0.0916 -0.0092 0.0087 0.0011
Norm (1, 1) Run1 -0.0780 -0.0105 -0.0149 -0.0094
Run2 -0.0660 -0.0040 -0.0141 -0.0087
Norm (2, 1) Run1 0.0208 -0.0048 -0.0046 -0.0070
Run2 0.0202 -0.0056 -0.0056 -0.0078
Exp (1) Run1 0.1096 0.0120 0.0052 -0.0045
Run2 0.1062 0.0184 0.0062 -0.0035
Table 5.2. Relative bias of Snp(̂F )
for T (F ) = µ4 estimated from two runs of 60,000 simulations.
n = 5 n = 10 n = 100
p = 1 p = 2 p = 1 p = 2 p = 1 p = 2
Norm (0, 1) Run1 -0.3584 -0.1988 -0.1934 -0.0543 -0.0174 0.0021
Run2 -0.3572 -0.1947 -0.1871 -0.0460 -0.0206 0.0012
Exp (1) Run1 -0.4957 -0.2861 -0.2831 -0.0754 -0.0380 -0.0063
Run2 -0.4943 -0.2851 -0.2964 -0.0923 -0.0399 -0.0082
Table 5.3. Relative bias of Snp(̂F ) for T (F ) = σ.
n = 5 n = 10 n = 100
p = 1 p = 2 p = 1 p = 2 p = 1 p = 2
Normal (0, 1) Run1 -0.1578 -0.0265 -0.0764 -0.0082 0.0281 -0.0045
Run2 -0.1592 -0.0277 -0.0745 -0.0080 0.0003 0.0031
Exp (1) Run1 -0.2278 -0.1019 -0.1251 -0.0422 -0.0158 -0.0029
Run2 -0.2331 -0.1084 -0.1206 -0.0422 -0.0176 -0.0004
Number of
simulations/run 10,000 30,000 30,000
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